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DO THE PRODUCTS YOU STOCK SELL FAST?

Pama's Do!
Rama realise that being a C.B. retailer is not easy, we understand your
problems and how important it is that you have the products that sell on your
shelves fast, thats why Pama's is probably the biggest independent C.B.
wholesaler in the country.
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★ FULL SERVICE AND SALES BACK-UP

★ FRIENDLY - PROFESSIONAL SALES TEAM

★ THE FASTEST DELIVERY IN THE U.K.

★ EVERYTHING FROM A - Z IN C.B. IN ONE PLACE

★ DELIVERY EVERYWHERE NATIONWIDE & EUROPE

★ TRADE-ONLY, OPEN 7 DAYS A WEEK.
To set up an account with Pama iseasy, just pick up the phone and call one of
the sales team ON THE HOTLINE (061 -446 2437) 3 LINES AVAILABLE
and they will be pleased to answer all your questions and send any
information, you require.

WE ARE CELEBRA TING 10 YEARS OF PAMA

SO THERE ARE MANY CELEBRA TORY OFFERS

PAMA HOUSE, 433 WILMSLOW ROAD,
WITHINGTON, MANCHESTER M20 9AF.

™ 061-445 8918
• 061-434 5701
• 061-446 3437

Telex 666763 PAMA CO G
Fax 061 445 0978
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Editorial

In the immortal words of
John Winston Lennon, "A
Merry Crimbie and a Happy
Goo Year" to you all. Yes,
It's the season of goodwill
to all mankind - that also
includes the Department of
Trade and Industry, If you
can find it in your hearts.
Dunno 'bout the wallles,
'though ... no, sod 'em.

While you're In the festive
mood, why not gather
around the blazing logs and
sing a Happy Birthday to
Citizens' Band? Yes, this
Issue marks the eight
birthday of your favourite
magazine, on which note (C
major?) I would like to
personally thank all our

loyal readers for your
support, our brilliant
contributors for all their

hard work -* yes, even Mack
the Hack who, although not
a regular In these pages
anymore, may just rear his
ugly head in the near
future.

Now, there has been
some talk lately of a CB
traders' association being
formed. The idea behind it

Is that, at the moment,
Informal discussions

between the DTI and user

groups have taken place
once or twice a year at
Waterloo Bridge House.
However, the CB trade have
not been much in evidence

at these meetings - more
than likely, because they
weren't Invited. So, would It
not be In all our interests

that a traders' association

be formed so that they too,
who also have a big say in
what happens to CB in this
country, can meet with the
DTI from time to time? Why
not write and let me know

what you think ~ traders
and readers alike? Please

write to: Traders'

Association, Citizens' Band,
1 Golden Square, London
W1R 3AB.

Until next year, seasonal
felicitations to one and all.

New from Cirkit

Cirkil Distribution now stocks

the Cooper Weller Pyropen
range of professional butane
gas operated Irons, supplied
in three sizes for a wide

variety of field applications,
with a number of tips and
other accessories.

The Weller WSTA1 Pyropen
is a cordless, butane gas
operated soldering, brazing
and hot air tool with

temperature controlled by
varying the gas flow.
Especially suitable for
servicing of electronics, radio
and telecommunications

equipment in inaccessible
locations, the lightweight
(96g) iron does not require
batteries or electricity.
Supplied with a 3,3mm
soldering tip and protective
plastic cap. it may also be
specified in a metal carrying
case with 3.3mm soldering tip
plus 5.7mm hot blow tip, torch
ejector, spanner, tool support
clip, cleaning sponge and
operating manual.
The Pyropen will operate

for up to three hours
continuously on one filling,
and is ready to solder In 30
seconds. Temperature may
be easily adjusted to suit the
application, to a maximum
soldering temperature of
5000C, hot air temperature of
yOQoC and torch temperature
of 1,3000C (all approximate).
Accessories include a

selection of twelve tips and
hot blow nozzles for

heat-shrink or SMD work, plus
butane gas refills.
A self-igniting version, the

WSTA4. Is also available for

greater convenience. It is

fitted with a tapered needle tip
and hot air nozzle, and is
supplied complete with a
plastic protective cap and an
operational manual. Its
soldering, hot air and torch
temperature are identical in
performance to the WSTA1,
The WSTA2 Pyropen Jr is a

mini soldering, brazing and
hot air tool, again with
adjustable temperature
controlled by varying the
butane gas flow. Its
lightweight (23g) aluminium
body will not melt. Supplied
complete with a 0.5mm
tapered needle soldering tip,
aluminium protective cap and
operational manual, the
Pyropen Jr reaches the same
soldering, hot air and torch
temperatures as the standard
sized models, and when
closed may be clipped safely
to a shirt pocket.

For more info, contact Cirkit
Distribution Ltd. Park Lane.
Broxbourne, Hertfordshire
EN10 7NQ. Tel; (0992)
444111.

Millimetre
Wavebands Set to

Bring
Communications

Boom

The opening of a whole new
section of the radio frequency
spectrum above 30GHz to
commercial use will bring a
communications boom if
industry grasps the
opportunity, reports a
Department of Trade and
Industry document issued
recently.
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Services using this area of
the radio frequency spectrum
in the 1990s could include:

short-range television: very
fast data transmission;
cable-less internal telephone
systems; electronic funds
transfer at point of sale
(EFTPOS); communications
between buildings in line of
sight: and mobile services
such as route guidance for
vehicles, or portable
telephones.
The DTl's consultative

document "The Use of the

Radio Frequency Spectrum
above 30 GHz", published
today, sets out the enormous
potential for new equipment
and services in what are

known as the millimetre

bands - those with wave

peaks only millimetres apart.
It calls for response from
users, potential users and
industry on how best to
exploit this opportunity to be
sent to the Department by 31
December 1988.

These radio frequencies
are relatively unused and
equipment to date has been
expensive. With economies of
scale and technical

advances, the equipment will
become cheaper and so open
the way for wider commercial
uses, they say.
A maximum practical

operating range of up to 10 to
15 kilometres for these

wavebands could be a

disadvantage. However, this
short range could be turned
to advantage since it allows
re-use of frequencies at short
distances, so increasing the
information-carrying capacity
of the bands over the country.
Telecommunications policy

allows short telephone
connections between

buildings of the same
business across gaps such
as highways. Line-of-sight
millimetre links could provide
this connection effectively
with only a simple annual
licence fee being paid. The
cost of the link in many cases
would be less than today's
options.
Welcoming publication of

the document. Industry
Minister Robert Atkins said:

"Efficient communications are

so important to success that

every sector of industry and
commerce is likely to find
uses for this new area of the

spectrum. I welcome
publication of the report and I
want to see imaginative
schemes being put to us so
that Government can play its
full rote.

"If we are to see the

maximum benefit to suppliers
and users of millimetre

waveband equipment, we
need to begin the processes
of collaboration between

these groups at the earliest
possible time. We need to
identify as many uses as
possible and approach their
implementation in an orderly
manner.

"There is also a need to

coordinate European
harmonisation of frequency
allocations within the range
and the sooner we in the UK
get our act together, the
better chance we have of

taking a lead in the
discussions now starting in
Europe."
Responses should be sent

to; Department of Trade and
Industry,
Radiocommunications

Division, Room 310, Waterloo
Bridge House, Waterloo Road.
London SE1 8UA.

Copies of the consultative
document "The use of The

Radio Spectrum Above 30
GHz" are available from the
DTI Radiocommunications

Division Library at the above
address, (Room 605), Tel;
01-215 2072.

New Discussion
Document

M.S.G.B. & SACBC recently
announced that the "Single
Side Band Citizens' Band
Radio Proposal and
Discussion Document" is now
available to UK CB users.

A copy has been forwarded
to the DTI for inclusion within
the 1990 Spectrum Review,
and further copies have been
sent to fellow User Group
Representatives.

Full consideration has been
given to all aspects and ideas
sent in by users and the
document has been produced

as a 'first stage' to base
further discussions for the

future. They hope that UK CB
users will consider its

contents and continue to let

them have their ideas which

will then be presented at
future DTI/User Group
Meetings.
A spokesman said: "It is

clear that UK CBers are in

favour of an SSB system for
the future provided that it is
as far as possible not left
open to the abuse suffered on
our present systems. It should
also be made clear that we

will continue to fight for the
retention of all of our present

UK systems.
"Both organisations would

like to thank all those who

have contributed to this

document and all those who

have shown their support
including: Citizens' Band
magazine. Natcolcibar, The
Monitor and the Scottish CB

Newsheet."

Copies are available from
either: MSGB, School House,

Meadway School, Littleton
Street. London SW18 3SZ, or

from SACBC, PO Box 35,
Falkirk, Lanarkshire, Scotland.

Provided that you enclose
an A4 size envelope with a
28p stamp (SAE).
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New DTI Information
Sheets
The Radio Communications
Division of the D.T.I, have the
following new information
sheets;
1. Current list of all
publications and information
sheets BR81
2. The radio users guide to
the law BR67
3. The general role of the
R.I.S. BR78

To obtain any of the above
phone 01 215 2072 (24 Hrs
answer phone).

Latest on
Type-Approval
As always, we try to keep up
with the latest in the world of
citizens' band radio,
particularly in view of recent
events concerning approved
radios.

We contacted the
Department of Trade and

Industry who gave us the
latest list of 'legal' CEPT sets
(at the time of going to press):
Zodiac
Zodiac
Zodiac
Uniden
Uniden
DNT
DNT

M144
M244
PT040
PC400
450e
40FM
Coupe

DNT Transit
Albrecht AE4002
Albrecht 4000
DNT 4000FM
Danituf 285
Albrecht 4400
Team TRX404

We will, of course, publish
the latest as and when we
receive notification.
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FIREFLY (Mobile Antenna)
R.R.p. £14.95

MINI G.P. BASE ANTENNA

RRP £19.95

RIG TRAYS

R.R.p. £3.95

POWER MIKE

R.R.p, £16.95

The ONLY

KNIGHT COMMUNICATIONS LTD

39 Potters Lane, Kiln Farm 4, Milton Keynes.

Bucks. MK11 3HQ.

Telephone; (0908) 260099

Fax: (0908) 261188 Telex: 826623 KNIGHT G
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Alive and Well

Regarding Tony Jaconelli's recent letter
and the passing of R.E.A.C.T., I am
pleased to be able to report that, at least
in Cornwall, R.E.A.C.T. is alive and
kicking and providing 24-hour
monitoring on channels 9 and 19.

If anybody In Cornwall or elsewhere
would like to contact us, we would be
very pleased to hear from them.
Please contact; HV Nicolas. One and

All React, 22, Polweath Road, Treneers

Estate, Penzance, Cornwall.

All change for Geefor
Because of the grovirth of my cleaning
business (Moortop Trading Co), I have
decided to stop trading in amateur radio.
The business of Geefor Enterprises has
been taken over by Ian Duffin, of
Stalham, Norfolk. I will help in a
consultant capacity where necessary
but all dealings should now be directed
to Ian on (0692) 82075.

Ian will continue to offer the same

generous part-exchange and good
service for which Geefor has become

renowned and will also continue to

produce the 'Second-Hand Price Guide'
at regular intervals.

1 would like to thank my customers for
four enjoyable years in the amateur
radio trade and hope they will continue
to patronise Geefor under its new
ownership. I wish Ian every success in
his new venture.

Martyn Bolt,
West Yorkshire

DX with Florence

t am employed in the heavy construction
industry, excavation and the like. Way
back in 1981 at the dawn of our legal
Fivl CB, I had my one and only DX

MULTIMODE

MINORITY ?

contact overseas. The country was Italy.
Driving along in my firm's vehicle to
which I had fitted my rig I received this
strong station. I pulled over to the side of
the road and within seconds I was in

conversation with the One Victor Seven,
Paul, Florence, Italy.
Over the next few days I was able to

re-contact this station when conditions

allowed. I gave the chap my friend's PO
Box Number so that I could receive a

QSL card. These contacts took place
back in 1981 in and around Horsham,
West Sussex, using only 4 watts into a
DV27 twig.

fvty work has now brought me up to
the North Wales coast. Around four

weeks ago I was travelling from
Penmaenmaw on the coast towards

Bangor. I pulled in at the road side for a
quick smoke and a bite to eat. At the
same time i turned on the old CB. This

time I was in my own vehicle using 4
watts. Harrier CBX with a Valor
Half-Breed twig. Lo and behold, I heard
this DX station. It was the One Victor

Seven, Paul. Florence. Italy. After a few
minutes calling he heard my station. We
maintained about five minutes good
QSO. I informed him that I never

received his QSL card from our 1981

contact. I am pleased to inform you that
this has since been received at the PO

Box of a friend back home in West

Sussex. This is my second contact
overseas and it turns out to be the same

person!
I have re-contacted Paul a couple of

times this week. I have also heard many
other stations going back to him. I am a
completely legal station and paid-up
holder of a CB licence. I am over the

moon at having made such a good
contact with Italy. I took it from Paul that
one of his children was very ill and
about to undergo surgery. I have tried to
re-contact Paul but, alas, have failed to

reach him. I hope all goes well with his
child's operation. On 19th August '88
was my last decent OSO with him. I
would like to learn that all has gone well
for the lad. t suppose I must be grateful
that I managed the contacts in the first
place.

All of this DXing has re-kindled my
spirit, I was losing interest on the CB. I
spend most of my time echo whiskey.
This has now spurred me on to do
better. Its a shame we don't have a legal
SSB mode here in UK. By the way, all
my contacts with Paul were on legal CB
Ffvt 27/81 around channels 28 to 35. He

informed me that he uses CH 32 for

most of his DXing. Like your magazine.
More rig and twig reports plus more on
DX. Let's hear of other's overseas

contacts.

That just about wraps it up from this
end; see you on the airwaves.
T racker.
West Sussex

More Monitors, Please
I would be grateful if you could publish
this letter of deep appreciation to all the
tradestands, CBers and Clubs who
supported the Gloucester Eyeball at
Coombe Hill, on August 7th 1988.
The turnout on the day was excellent

and there was an international flavour

with the visit of two German breakers.

Robinson II - Hotel Foxtrot 16 'Harry'
and his father was invited over to the

event by several local breakers and
were presented with two eyeball badges
by the Gloucester Kuntree Bumkins, to
commemorate their visit. The GKBs also

unveiled their new banner, which was
designed and made by Motorman (John
02) and Goffer (Marg 02A). Several
Clubs approached them about doing
their designs. The charity on the day
was the Special Care Baby Unit at

CITIZENS' BAND DECEMBER 1988



'Why should I pass an exam and be ignored by other Amateurs?" (see last letter)

Gloucester Royal Hospital.
Many, many thanks goes to the

Gloucester City Breakers & Kuntree
Bumkins, and Golden Valley Breakers
whose joint voluntary cooperation was
one element in this successful event.

The other part goes to Coachman
(Denis). Coalbucket (Brian), Box Car
Willie (Tim), Devon Rock (Roy). The
Inspector (Gethyn) & Co, for all their
individual help in getting the eyeball
running via names and contacts, help
and encouragement etc. This event
goes to show that all types of radio
users can pull together to produce
positive results. Many thanks to one and
all who turned up and supported the
Gloucester Eyeball '88 at Coombe Hill.
On another note. Madman (John) of

Gloucester would like to comment on

monitoring in the area. It seems that
there are only a gertain few who are on
channel who help when they can. If any
new breakers in the Gloucester area are

willing to assist in monitoring, please go
ahead and do the best you can. All that
you need is confidence, a streetmap of
the city centre and the ability to be a
quick thinker. Get to know where all the
main firms are in the area and keep a
local business directory by as well.
Always remember if you get stuck, there

is always somebody on the side
listening, somewhere. Let's try and get
monitoring in the Gloucester area back
to an efficient service.

Top Cat,
Gloucester

Let's Hear it for Multimodes
I am writing this letter to put my
pennorth to the argument of interference
from multimode rigs. I would also like to
know why multimode operators are
always being blamed for the SSB
interference when it isn't us at all. It is

true that some operators do sideband on
top of someone else, but if you listen,
you will learn that these are a small
minority of illegal operators following the
other legal operators around the
channels just for a laugh.

Not all of us are like them. The last

thing we want is to attract attention from
other authorities.

If everyone who complains about the
SSB interference managed to get hold of
a multimode rig and tuned around the
SSB frequencies on the legal 40 as well
as the other 120-plus channels, they

would be surprised to hear what was
coming through.
Most illegal operators that I know stick

to the hi-band (ch 1 - 41) and ch 15
(55). These channels are below channel
1 on legal FM. It is true that a few of us
have linears with our multimodes, but

most will tell you that they are rarely
used.

The reason why I use SSB as a mode
of operation is because I want to get
away from the idiots (DJs and
bucketmouths). I could have become a
radio ham but why should 1 pass an
exam and be ignored by other Amateurs
because I have just come off the CB? I
could easily DX on FM if it wasn't for the
idiots who keep keying the mike.

At least I get respect and the chance
of a good QSO with someone who
shares the same interest on SSB.

I am not saying that all of us are better
off than the legal operators. I am not
even going to take up the old AM/FM
fight. As far as I am concerned, it wasn't
just AM breakers who got OB legalised
but people who wanted a cheap way of
communication.

So why not leave us multimode
operators alone and stop whingeing?
Magnum,
North Humberside
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QUESTIONS & ANSWERS

Dodgy Digits :: Eyebali Worries
Bulb Biues :: Mucky Mike ::

Dodgy DigitsQThe channel number
display on my Binatone
66 has gone haywire
and shows nonsense

for much of the time. At

first the problem was
intermittent at first but now it does it

pretty well all of the time. Sometimes a
vigorous flick through the channels
helps cure it but the fault always comes
back. Can you help?
Jeff Slater

Gurnsey

mm The fact that the fault is

intermittent suggests that
the problem may be with
the rotary channel selector
switch. Over the years the
" contacts in these switches

take a fair old hammering and dirt, dust
and debris can all impair their operation.
First port of call is the local rig doctor
who may be able to oblige with a quick
squirt of aerosol switch cleaner - nine
times out of ten this will do the trick.
However, some types of switch are

hermetically sealed, in which case it will
probably have to to be replaced.

Eyeball WorriesQl'm fairly new to 08 so
please forgive me if
you've answered this
query before but I can't
find anyone who can
give me a simple answer

to my question. Are 08 transmissions
dangerous? I've seen several stories in
the press, and on TV where it's said that
radio-frequency energy has been found
to have a biological effect. I understand
that pregnant women are advised not to
use "VDU terminals, and engineers
working on radar equipment have
developed cancer, and eyesight
problems. 08 operates on shortwave
and near-microwave frequencies so is
there a hazard, and if so what
precautions should I take?
P. Snell

Duxford

Of course you're right to be
concerned. Radio waves

have been shown to have a

wide range of effects -
some beneficial, others

™ less so. You don't have to
look very far to see what they can do. A
microwave oven is really only a powerful
radio transmitter, generating a
concentrated beam of energy. The radio
waves excite the water molecules in the

food, causing it to heat up. High
frequencies radio waves have been
blamed for cataracts in the eyes of radar
engineers, and there is evidence of
tumors being found in people exposed
to this type of radiation for long periods
of time. Moreover there is concern about

the health of people living near high
voltage power lines - so the simple
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answer is yes, there is a potential hazard
with any form of RF energy equipment.
However, lei's put this into

perspective; the amount of RF energy
produced by a typical CB rig is several
hundred, to several thousand times less
that generated by a microwave oven or
radar system. The heating effect, which
is the one we should be most aware of,
falls off exponentially from the point of
emission. A study carried out some
years ago showed that a CB antenna
needed to be in prolonged contact with
human tissue, for several minutes, to
produce any kind of measurable
increase in temperature - a fraction of a
degree. An inch away and the effect
was undetectable. Personal and

portable two-way radio systems have
been around for a good many years and
thus far seems to have a clean bill of

health.

There's still much we don't

understand, so it makes sense to take
precautions, and treat any sort of
transmitter with respect. This means not
mucking around with high-power linear
amplifiers, and avoiding using the
frames of your spectacles as a compact
antenna...

Mucky MikeQ Within the last couple of
weeks I've been told

that my copies are
becoming "mushy' and

indistinct. I thought it
must be the rig (Cybernet

Delta) but after a week using a friend's
rig (Midland 805), the same problem has
arisen. It's not the antenna either - I've

swapped my friend's mag-mount a week
earlier (I thought it was that at first, and
it's easier to change). That doesn't leave
a lot left to check - any suggestions?
'Hornblower'

Isleworth

Well, there is one thing
left to check - you! This

■ reminds us very much of a
fault that kept us guessing
for ages, a couple of years

™ ago. Every time the rig
was brought in, and tried on the bench it
worked fine but a couple of days later
copies from the rig were almost
incoherent. The next time it 'went' he

was close by so he dropped in - one
look at the dripping mike provided the
answer - this guy was what we in the
trade call a 'gobber'. His over-active
salivary glands had resulted in a
build-up of spittle on the microphone
diaphragm. The reason we could never
find the fault was that the mike had

'dried out' by the time we looked at it.
Hornblower? Hmmmm ...
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Bulb BluesQl've got what seems like
a daft problem with my
Maxcom 30 - the little

light in the signal
strength meter has gone
out. I've taken the lid off,

but I can't see the bulb, let along work
out how to replace it. I suspect that I'll
have to get the whole thing replaced - is
it worth the expense?
Ken Jarvis

Sutton

We've seen some types of
edgewise meter with
replaceable bulbs but as
the spares were virtually
impossible to obtain, it was

™ academic anyway. You
may be lucky - it might not be the bulb -
check the supply leads first, they're
usually white and emerge from the side
of the meter capsule. However, it's
probable that your initial diagnosis was
correct and the bulb has gone. If it's any
comfort it's quite a rare fault and most
people would be prepared to put up with
it. A replacement meter could cost
anywhere between £5-70, plus labour.
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still warm from the DTI test bench, with the
signature on the type-approval certificate barely
dry, comes the Uniden PRO-450E CEPT rig, Saul
Wright has been putting one of the first production

units through its paces.

nly time will tell
whether or not the

Introduction of the CEPT

frequencies marked a
new era In the history of
European CB. Whatever

the outcome Uniden will have done

their part - the newly-approved
PRO-450E is a very convincing
argument for the system and should

represent a useful benchmark for all the
rigs that are to follow.
The 450E, as we shall call It from now

on, Is the second CEPT rig for Uniden -
the first being the 400, which had the
distinction of (probably) being the first
approved rig in the UK. In case you're
wondering, the 450's selling price is
likely to be somewhere between £110
and £120 - at the time of going.to press

12

It had still to be finalised.
It's a distinct step forward In terms of

cosmetics - unlike It's chromy
predecessor It follows the now popular
trend with an anthracite & black colour
scheme. As you're probably aware by
now this Is the 'In' combination at the
moment and Is common to just about
every electronic box of tricks. Don't
worry. It's probably only a temporary fad
and before you know It we'll all be
buying bright red, or green stripy CBs,
radios and TVs.

Back now to the business In hand.
The control and display panel layout Is
fairly straightforward and firmly rooted in
the tried and tested. Around the back
there's a bog-standard assortment of
socketry, Including a 12 volt DC supply
'D-connector'; two 3.5mm jacks for PA
speaker and external speaker; and an
S0239 antenna socket. The only
unusual thing here Is a 'PR 27 GB'
plate, glued to the metalwork.

Guided Tour
There's no nasty surprises around the
front, though, the panel layout is cleaner,
and far less cluttered than many of its
contemporaries. From right to left the
most Important features are: buttons for
tone, display dimmer, PA and 'mod' (this
Is used to select the meter mode - S/RF
signal strength or modulation level). The
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five rotary controls are for volume,
squelch, microphone gain. RF gain and
channel change. The display panel a
little unusual; the sIgnal/RF output
bargraph is a multi-segment LED
bargraph but instead of the usual
horizontal layout, this one is angled at
about 30 degrees, and runs through
three colour changes - green, orange
and red. It's easier to read, especially on
the move; anything that improves
legibility, and as a consequence safety,
rates highly with us ...
The rest of the display is conventional

with good-sized green channel display,
illuminated TX', 'RX' lamps, and a single
red LED for the Mod function. There's no

Indication for the PA mode, (apart from a
silent speaker). The display dimmer cuts
brightness by about 20% - a little more
wouldn't have hurt - it's still quite bright,
even with the dimmer switch on.

Last stop on this guided tour is the
mike. It's a standard Uniden item but we

suspect a little cosmetic surgery - It
feels slightly 'rounder' than Its
predecessors. It plugs into a standard
four-pin socket on the front panel.
Needless to say (but we'll say it
anyway), the rig comes complete with a
full fitting kit, leads and instructions.

Before we get to the performance
tests a quick peek inside. Our sample,
which came from Pama & Co, was one
of the first production units in the
country. It was clearly put together on
the Taiwanese assembly-line, and not a
hastily cobbled-together, or hand-built
engineering sample. FOB layout and
construction is up to Uniden's usual very
high standard. One other piece of good
news; our brief inspection didn't reveal
any particular oddities (unusual, and
difficult to obtain components), that may
be lying in wait for unwary rig-doctors in
years to come.
Powered up and ready to go. We'll

begin with the niggles first; the 'tone'
button is pointless - the last thing you
need with OB audio is less treble, which
is precisely what you get with the 450.
The squelch is a little coarse and tends
to 'chop' if lightly set.

Lastly, the cosmetics. I admit this is a
personal foible, and I'm perfectly willing
to accept there's a really good reason
for having black knobs on a near-black
control panel, but I can't for the life of
me see what it Is. In short it makes life,

and in particular control operation,
difficult - especially in poor light. That's
not a good thing when tonking around
the M25 at 70mph in the rain, (yes, 1
know 70 is impossible on the M25, but
you know what I mean). That's it - from
now on it's all good news.

The Results
Transmissions from the 450 during were
clean and well-modulated. Audio was
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crisp, though the mike gain control
needed to be turned well up as the mike
sensitivity of our sample seemed a little
on the low side. The 'mod' function is

more than a gimmick - in the event it
turned out to be quite useful for
monitoring speech level and mike gain
setting.

Signal strength reports suggested,
and power meter readings confirmed
that the 450 was working near the limits
laid down by the specifications; nothing
special in terms of output power, but
definitely nothing to be ashamed of.

Audio quality during reception was a
little above average - apart from the daft

CB Specification
Make/model: Uniden PRO-450E

Coverage: 26,965-27, 405MHz
Modulation: FM

Tx Freq. tolerance: +/- 600Hz max

Tx emission; F3

Rx Sensitivity: 1uV(for 20dBS/N)
Rx Selectivity: 6dB @ 6kHz. 65dB

@ 10kHz nom.

Audio output: 1.5 watts

Dimensions (mm); 154^52x193

Typical price (E): 110-120 (TBA)
Distributor: Uniden UK Ltd., Uniden

House. Equast Partway,
Andover, Hampshire,
SP10 3LX.(0264)55133.

tone control, RF gain was a bonus,
especially as there's several powerful
transmitters (pumping out a zillion watt
buzz) on the CEPT channels. The RF
gain was handy for reducing the
annoyance on adjacent channels which
could be used, providing the other rig
was out of the area.

Summary
The 450 is a significant new arrival, not
because It's technically innovative, (it's

not), nor is it especially cheap, but it is a
very recent design and not a hastily
modified or "tricked-up' rig, originally
destined for some other CEPT-type
market - that makes it quite unusual at
the moment. In terms of performance it
can hold its head up with the best of the
rest - it has a useful rather than

eye-catching range of facilities; it's not
going to break any records but it
delivers the goods with crisp clean
copies.

AC
THE LATEST IN CEPT TECHNOLOGY

BY uniden

.  LJ ̂  unWen
--r^rTl I i » U ^
mux- "'iomsH mc&km womi [

PAMA ORDERLINE ONLY

<S0800 262963
PAMA HOUSE • 433 WILMSLOW ROAD • WITHINGTON • MANCHESTER M20 9AF {3 minutes from M56)

TEL: 061-445 8918 061-434 5701 061-446 2437 TELEX: 666762 Pamaoo G FAX: 061-445 0978
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68 6r A/4Af86f8 8A8r6
c/VmCfSrASr 88664

MOD 1210/1 10 Amp £69.95
MOD 1210/S 12 Amp £89.95
MOD 1220/S25Amp £145.00
MOD 1220/1 25 Amp £119.00
MOD 1240/S40Amp £199.00

LOW NOISE HIGH PERFORMANCE

HP28 Freq 26-30MHz
with variable gain £29.95
P27-1 Freq: 26-30MHz
Base Pie-amp £24.95
P27-M Freq; 26-30MHz
Mobile Pre-amp £19.95

Italy

NEW HIGH PERFORMANCE METERS

HP 201
Freq: 3-200MH2
Power: 1-10-100-lKw £28.98

HP202

Freq. 26-30MH2
Power: lO-IOO-lKw £39.50

mee
A SELECTION OF SWITCHES

COVERING l-SOOMHz

MOD V2 2 way 500 watt £6.95
MOD V3 3way IKw £15.00
MOD V4 4 way 500 watt £11.64

FOR USE BY RADIO AMATEURS ONLY

B150 150W(SSB) (26-30MHZ) £52.95
B300 400W (SSB) (3-30MHZ) £139.95

B550 500W (SSB) (3-30MHZ) £228.95

FOR USE BY RADIO AMATEURS ONLY

BV131

lOOW Mains Amp (26-30MHZ) £111
BV132 100W Mains Amp
(3-30MH2) £120

0.0 0 0.0

FREQUENCY COUNTERS ■ ANTENNA MATCHERS
C45 5 Digit Compact counter
ideal tor use up to 50MHz £59.54

C350 6 Digit Top of the range
For use up to 350MH2 £99.00

MM27 100 Watt (26-30MHz) £11.95
M27 500 Watt (26-30MHz) £19.85
TM1000 Combined 1 Kw matcher ond 2

way antenno switch with SWR/PWR
meter (IKW) £65

i DL150 A superb precision Dummy Load
and Pwer meter. Freq: 120-500MHz
Power. IKw £85.00

DL50 50 Watt 500MHz Load £99.95

£69

MOD 430

VHF precision SWR/POWER meter.
Freq: 120-500MH2. Power: IKw

MOD 700

HF/VHF precision SWR/POWER meter.
Freq: 2-30MHZ. 120-150MH2
Power: 10-100-lKw £99.95

As the UK importers for ZETAGI we are
always keen to hear from good quality
dealers. Contact Phil/Paul in our Trade
Dept for further details of our Trade

Terms.

mmm

HOTLINE (0105) 662145 USE YOUR CREDIT CARD FOR

IMMEDIATE DESPATCH

UK IMPORTERS

NEVADA COMMUNICATIONS
189 LONDON ROAD, NORTH END, PORTSMOUTH, P02 9AE

Tel: (0705) 662145 FAX; (0705) 690626 TELEX: 869107 TELCOM G



HEATHERLITE
PRODUCTS

HANDS-FREE MICROPHONES
LIGHTWEIGHT FLEXIBLE

KEADBARD/HECKBARD

ELECTRET CONDENSER
MICROPHONE

LEADING MANUFAC

TURERS FOR THE

AMATEUR RADIO MARKET

HAVE SPECIALLY

DEVELOPED THEIR

UNIQUE STYLE OR OF

MICROPHONES FOR ALL

C.B. RADIOS.

PRICE
COMPLETE

£26

WHEN ORDERING

PLEASE STATE THE

MAKE OF YOUR RADIO

FOR POSTAL ORDERS

ADD £1.50

• TOP QUALITY ELECTRET CONDENSER HIC. ON FULLY FLEXIBLE LIGHTWEIGHT
BOOM HEADSET.

• 6000-2K IMPEDENCE: VARIABLE HIC GAIN CONTROL.
• METAL CONTROL BOX FOR CB RADIOS WITH ON/OFF SWITCH, L.E.D. ON SEND,
• READY PLUGGED TO SUIT YOUR C.B. RADIO.

• COMPLIES WITH THE NEW HIGHWAY CODE RECOMMENDATIONS.

NIC GAIN COUraOL PRESET

ON/OFF SWITCH

LE O. ON SEND

1.25(n LEAD MULTI-CORECABLE

SUPRJEDi FITTED WITI

HI-UNEHIC.SOCKn LEAD TO 12V POSITIVE

Phone 0964 560921

Manufacturer of Power Amplifiers & Microphones
75 ST. CATHERINES DRIVE, LECONFIELD,

NORTH HUMBERSIDE HU17 7NY

- SPECIALIST -

MULTI-BAND RADIO
ICN-8342

* VHF53-180MHZ +

AM/FM CB - 10M lOOCH'S

* ALL SIGNALS - EMERGENCY

CALLS, LOCAL 2-WAY, AIRCRAFT.
RADAR, MARINE, UTILITIES, RADIO

AMATEURS, TAXIS AND MORE.

*'FM' RADIO &VHF TV SOUND.

* SQUELCH CONTROL. RUBBER
■DUCK" AERIAL. EARPHONE JACK.
EXT. DC POWER JACK, CARRY
STRAP.

HAND* SUPER SENSITIVE +
COMPACT

FREE
batteries-
Si EARPHONE

(* FREQUENC ALLOCATION REPORT
TO READERS OF -CITIZENS BAND'
MAGAZINEI

.^_24 HOUR C.O.D.
•'/m 0388 763323

/'NEWEST EXTENDED
RANGE MODEL - NOW IN)

FAST DiSPA TCH CWO ~ CQ/PO'S FROM:

TAYLOR D/T (Dept. AS3)
Unit 8, Emmerson Estate, Crook,
Co. Durham, DL15 8NF, U.K. 99-002

GUILDFORD COMMUNICATIONS
Supplying CBers since 1979

MOBILE RIGS
Midlanci 77-104 £59.95
Midland 77-805 £89.95
Moonraker Minor £59.95
Moonraker Major £84.95
Moonraker Master £69.95
□NT Contact 40 CEPT £79.95

MOBILE ANTENNA
Sirio
DV 27 £7.95
T-27 (with cab & mnt.) £10.95
T2-27 (with cab & mnt) £11.95
CT-27 (mini centre load) £13.95
Modulator
Thunder Bolt £7.50
Super T/Bolt £8.95
Long Coll £10.25
Mod Super II £14.75
Black Widow £29.95
Valor
24" DIal-a-Match £8.95
48" DIal-a-Match £10.75
60" Halfbreed £10.75
Warrior £11.75

BASE ANTENNA
1/2 Wave
5/8 Wave
Thunderpole II
Thunderpole III

MICROPHONES
K40 Dynamic
Altai Replacement .
Sadelta MR1
Sadelta MP2
Sadelta ME3
Sadelta MB4

..£9.95
£10.95
£19.95
£22.00

£16.50
..£4.95
£15.75
£21.95
£33.95
£23.95

Mail Order
QNTY DESCRIPTION

Guildford Communications,
34 Aldershot Rood,
GUILDFORD, Surrey GU2 6AF.
Tel: (0483) 574434

p+p

TOTAL

PRICE

£2.50
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COMMUNICA TION THE

WAY
More names and addresses from QSLers all over the world,
courtesy of David Shepherdson
H m ^ ell. almost the end of
H mk K yet another year Is
I mW K upon us once more! I

mm ^^^e a little Info
mm Wm on an Event running
"  round about now. This is a

75-hour modulation by the Merseydee
Breakers (better known as the "Mike
Lima's") which is aid of the BBC's
Children In Need appeal. The Modge is
planned to run from 13.00 hrs on
Wednesday 16th of November until
16.00 hrs Sunday 20th. Last year the
Club held a similar event which ran for

48 hours and raised over £950 for C.I.N.

by sitting in a car half-way up the
Horseshoe Pass in North Wales in

sub-zero conditions. I'm assuming the
venue is the same as last time so, if you
can help support this very worthy cause,
all donations will be most welcome and

all donations will receive a special OSL
package. The package will incorporate a
special four part (A4 size) QSL Card
featuring the Pudsey Bear logo
(providing permission is given). There
will also be a special "Kids Pack" and it
is hoped that Father Christmas will also
be calling in to speak to any children
over the air! Contact Ad and donations

should be sent to CINA 88, Merseydee
Breakers, P.O. Box 24, Birkenhead,
Mersey, L42 9GE,
Seeing it is just about the end of the

year, perhaps a quick round-up of Clubs
which have changed their addresses for
various reasons wouldn't go amiss. The
Roman City DX & QSL Club and the
Blue Star DX Club now use PC Box 11,
Cramlington, while the Currie Card
Collectors' Club and Currie Card Bank

are to be contacted via 68 Southfields

Drive, Leicester. I understand that the

Outer Hebrides DX-QSL Club has now

been taken over by Jan (Superman)
though as far as I know, the address

CITIZENS' BAND DECEMBER 1988

HW_^

SRGBo.\73. RiniivvoocI, Hants. bh24/4jw^^

remains the same. No doubt 1 will be told

sooner or later if I'm wrong here! Also,
the Clubs as previously run by Ian
(Conman) of Braintree have been taken
over by Mark (Earlybird) of the Firebirds.
Not all of the Braintree Clubs are now

active, but drop Mark a line if you are
interested in any, but please do
remember to include return postage
whenever you write to any Club, it really
does help to speed things up! Don't
forget also, the Firebirds also had a
change of address earlier this year.

Last month I mentioned the

Hampshire and Wiltshire DX Club and

said that their £2 membership fee
included one year's use of the Club PO
Box. I have since been Informed that,
due to increased costs, this is no longer
the case and it now costs £1 per year
including the first year of membership
plus, of course, a supply of SASE's (Self
Addressed Stamped Envelopes) for any
member wishing to use the PO Box
address. The Club is also organising an
evening eyeball on November 19th
which runs from 7pm until 11 pm which
is open to all breakers and friends. The
venue is The Courtyard Centre. Cottage
Farm, Huntick Road, Lytchett, Minster,
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QSL Club Addresses:

Cherokee Spirit QSL

Currie Card & Bank

Clubs

Einstein DX Int'

Firebirds/Rebel

Truckers

Hampshire & Wiltshire
DX

Kilo Mike DX

Merseydee Breakers

Outer Hebrides DX

Roman City/Blue Star

PO Box 98, Hastings, East Sussex, TF34
3Q0

68 Southfields Drive, Leicester, LE2 6QR

PO Box 859, 46080 Valencia, Spain
54 Boyne Rd. Hastings, E. Sussex, TN35
5NZ

PO Box 73, Ringv/ood, Hants, BH24 4JW

PO Box'1, Kirby Muxloe, Leicester, LE9
9DP

PO Box 24, Birkenhead, Merseyside,
L42 9GE

Jan, PO Box 11, Stornoway, Isle of
Lewis, Scotland, PA87 2AA
PO Box 11, Cramlington,
Northumberland, NE23 9JW

(Greetings Jfroni

MANCHESTER

R hN

JusI Flown In

For a QSL 100%

BOB ... "CROWFLYER
PO BOX 453, TELFORO. SHROPSHIRE, TF7 4flS, ENGLAND

When writing to any QSL Club or Firm, always include return
postage to assist with their reply, it does help. Please also
mention that you saw their name in the CB Mag. Thanks.

Poole, Dorset.
A few names to start off clearing the

backlog a little beginning with that of Leif
Johansen of Norway who writes to say
that he has a new address and always
OSL's 100%, then from Norwich I had a
letter from Stella and Bill {BambI &
Raven). My apologies here as I mislaid
your letter Stella and have only just
found it again! From Dave (Fisherman).
of London, comes a package full of all
types of cards. From George & Jean
(Bullseye & Yorkshire Lass) comes a
request to mention a new Club in the
Clay Cross area which they started in
March this year. Weekly meetings are
held each Wednesday evenings at the
Bestwood Club, Thanet Street in Clay
Cross from 7.30pm. They also promise
to swop 100% with any QSLers who
would like to send them theirs. From Bob
(Crowflyer) comes a bundle of cards
including personal and Club cards In the
Currie and Charlie Series of cards.

From abroad there's Norbert (Fiesta
01) of Germany, George (MS 1395 ~
Taurus) of New Zealand and Per (20
WMS 18), another from Norway. From
Dave & Denlse (Desiord Duck &
Snowflake) comes a request for a
mention for themselves, as OSL
Swoppers and Collectors and for the
Kilo Mike DX Group as run by Adrian
(Gunga Din). Membership costs £5 and
15 of your own Personal OSL Cards, For
this, you receive your KM Unit No, Club
OSL Cards, Rubber Stamp, exchange
OSLs and Club Forms. AD Stickers and
one years use of the Club PO Box.

I've had a request from the Einstein
DX Int' Group in Spain, The Club has a
lot of members, but only one in the UK
and they would like to let people here
know that they exist. Membership costs
$3 (US) for which includes a Wall
Certificate, Unit Number, and so on.
Then there is the FULL membership
package with costs $25 (US) which also
holds such things as 100 Personal
OSLs, 50 Club Envelopes, 50 large
Stickers and a Mounted Stamp, The
Club will accept Sterling, but In cash
only and no coins. So, as always, when
sending money abroad, I do recommend
that you invest in the extra protection
afforded by using Registered Post!
By the time you read this, the first of

some new cards should be in

circulation, and these are the
"Dragonrider Warrior Series" cards
commissioned by the Club on behalf of
the members. Any Dragonrider can have
one, or more, and they are available at a
cost of £20 for 1,000 single-ink colour
artist-drawn cards. The price is actually
cheaper than if you were to go direct to
the printer as the Club has negotiated a
special price which includes the artwork
charge! The card designs are in keeping
with the series title. Warriors of the past,
present and future. They include male,
female and robotic designs and come
as a set of four cards, which are linked
in the centre by the Dragonrider Logo,
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They are printed by Currie Printers of
Co. Durham and can be included in the
Gurrie Series if required. Any
Dragonrider member who is interested
should get in touch with me at the Club
address, with a SASE please, and I'll
send you all the details and, all being
well, a sample of the series. The only
requirement is that you are a
Dragonrider so please quote your DR
Number! If you prefer not to have a
Currie Number on your card, then it may
have to be a single card, rather than part
of a four-card set though there will be a
Dragonrider Logo and the special price
will still apply.

A few more names now, then there
should be room to fit in another more
detailed examination of a Club's
package. If you want to see your name
here, then drop me a line and ask! It's as
simple as that, the only thing is that I
would appreciate if you could remember
to include one or more of your own
personal QSL Cards and if you want a
reply, please do remember to include
return postage, thanks. One point that I
keep on about, if your Personal QSL
Card does not have your return address
on, how can people reply to you? If the
card is part of a Collector Series then
this doesn't always apply, but if you
send out 'floaters' for other people to
pass on, how can the people who
receive these cards ever reply to you
and send their cards, thus helping to
swell your collection?
From Tyne & Wear hails John (Green

Falcon) who sends out such a massive
package you may have to enlarge your
LetterBox! There's Currie Cards, Heidi
cards. Club cards, cards and certificates
he's designed himself, and lots morel
From Japan there's Toshiya Yamamoto
(BB1133) of Osaka. From Stamford in
Lines there comes a selection of very
nice cards and a letter asking for a
mention from Andrew (The Dude). Some
time ago, I was asked by Barry (Yorky) if
I could show his card (a Wizard design)
and ask if anyone could help to locate
the plate from which it was printed. I
haven't heard if there has been any
success there, but I've a similar cry for
help now from Steve (Highwayman) of
Manchester. He is also wanting to locate
the plate for his card. If anyone can
help, please get in touch with Steve,
Okay, here we go with another browse

through a Club's package. This is not a
"Club of the Month" slot but where I look

at a Club's package in more detail than
usual. This month's is the Cherokee

Spirit OSL Club of Hastings run by Rick
(Pathfinder). The package costs £8 and
15 of your personal QSL Cards for
which you get quite a bit back! To start
with, you get the usual Unit Number and
ID Card along with a certificate which is
designed like a skin pegged out to dry,
plus A number of Rick's Poma & Star
Rider design cards, some Postcard
views of Hastings, a number of Club

CITIZENS* BAND DECEMBER 1988

QSLer Addresses:

Leif Johansen PC Box 72, N-3540 Skollenborg, South
Norway

Stella & Bill (Bambi) PC Box 20, Norwich, Norfolk, NR1 1XL
Dave (Fisherman) 5 Vinston House, Cranston Est., London,

N1 6TS

George & Jean PC Box 9, Clay Cross, Chesterfield,
(Buliseye) Derbyshire, S45 9EZ
Bob (Crowflyer) PO Box 453, Telford, TF7 4RS
Norbert (Fiesta 01) PC Box 2175, D-5928 Bad Laasphe,

Germany
George (MS 1395 - 36 Grand Str, Shannon, Nl, New
Taurus) Zealand

Per Kvello Rute 12, Verdal. 7660 Vuku, Norway
(20 WMS 18)
Dave & Denise 59 Manor Road, Desford, Leicester
(Desford Duck)
John (Green Falcon) 17 Fell View, High Spen, Rowlands Gill,

T&W, NE39 2BW
Toshiya Yamamoto 1-33-34 Itakano Higashiyodogawa-ku,
(BB1133) Osaka 533, Japan
Andrew (The Dude) 87 Caithness Road, Stamford.

Lines, PE9 2NL
Steve (Highwayman) 45 Beechcroft, Sedgley Park Rd,

Prestwick, Manchester, M25 SAL

c. 0-0^ ji: kX02^ i>oo
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QSL from

Jbude .

South Lincolnshire
Op. Andrew

1EBC53 NV53

OFFICIAL CLUB CARD

CHEROKEE SPIRIT QSL CLUB

P.O.-box 98, Hastings
East Sussex, TN34 300 - U.K.

This beautiful Coulor Card can be printed

for all Cherokee Spirit members.

Please write to the above address

for details.

poma cards 87/4868 CH.S.C.C. 000

QSL Cards for your own use (spot the
mistake on the Roma card!). Exchange
OSL cards from members, and a
substantial number of Colour Swap
Cards, mainly Roma but with a
smattering of other types included;
nearly 70 in the bundle I received! Not
bad for only 15 of your own personal

cards, huh? Then there's a number of
Club Stickers, a brief welcome letter, a
couple of Club forms for you to pass on
as you QSL. a number of other Clubs'
application forms and a number of
tourist Information leaflets.

Also included in the package (I said it
was a big one) is a roster of members, a

QSL Services Addresses:

Aztec Design 2 Brook Cottages, Kings Sombourne,
Nr Stockbridge, Hampshire.

Charlie Cards 26 Edward St. Hartshorne,
Burton-on-Trent. Staffs., DE11 7HG.

Currle Cards 89 Derwent St, Blackhill. Consett, Co
Durham, DH8 8LT.

ROMA (Ray-UK Rep) PO Box 106. Canterbury, Kent, CT1 3YN.
Sharp Graphics PO Box 3, Grangemoulh. FK3 9BD.

(0324-473432)
Scottish C.B. C/o 'Arnair, Patison, Neilston, Glasgow,
Newsheet G78 3AT. One year's Subscription

e2.70.

historical map of North Idaho and
Western Montana, a free Rig Protection
Scheme, endorsed by the Sussex
Police, and your XYL gets free
membership. Not a bad package. Mind
you. that's not all. There's also a
mounted Club Stamp and a very
colourful, large (4.5 inches) Club Cloth
Patch which is very striking and the one
in the review pack is now adorning my
own Body-Warmer! There Is also a little
surprise item and you can also have
free use of the Club's PO Box, providing
you supply a number of SASE's for this
service. When joining, you can also
specify which address you wish to be
shown in the Club Roser, ie; PO Box 98
or your own Address/P.O. Box.

That's it. out of room once more, if you
want a mention then please drop me a
line direct to 3 Tarn Villas, Cowpasture
Road. Ilkley, West Yorkshire, L$29 8RH.
Any news of Forthcoming Events are
always welcome, the sooner the better
please, and if you want a reply, then
please don't forget a SASE or similar.
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U.K. DISTRIBUTORS

RANGE OF PRODUCTS

Available from

Pama
ASis.

U.K. DISTRIBUTORS

Pama House • 433 Wilmslow Road ■ Withington ■ Manchester M20 9AF
(3 minutes from M56)

Tel: 061-445 8918 061-434 5701 061-446 2437 Telex: 666762 Fax:061-445 0978

STIII ALIVE KICKING!!

NEW FOR 1989
SPEECH PROCESSOR 2000DX

We proudly announce the introduction of this long awaited
product. The SP 2000 DX Is a stand alone unit giving full control
over transmitted audio with full function controls.

These include Mic Gain, Limit level. Output level. Separate
Power and limit level LED's and three position OFF, THRU and
Process switch. This competitively priced unit offers superior
audio in an attractive unit at an affordable price. Early stocks are
limited so order early to avoid disappointment. . Price £39.95

Also still available from stock
SP 1 Speech Processor Module Fits inside your radio, has
presettable limit and output and is switchable. Solid state
switching allows bypass operation at the flick of a switch Price
£17.95

Noise Squelch A noise sensing squelch system to automatically
eliminate white noise between transmissions regardless of signal
strength. Retains original squelch action Price £13.95
Crystal Filter Kit Will replace most 10.7MHz ceramic filters.
Includes two buffer amps to give correct matching and counter the
higher insertion loss of the crystal filter. Incorporates gain
adjustment Price £8.00
Programmable Bleep A universal relay controlled bleep unit
which can be easily programmed to give morse K, R, V or Custom
tones £11.95

As usual we offer a full fitting service for our products, repairs,
conversions etc. Our full range of products and services is detailed
in our catalogue. Also included are sections on aerial SWR, Power
supply selection and Mic wiring and a complete CB Frequency
chart Catalogue Price £1.50 inc. P&P

CB EQUiPMEKT - CONVERSIONS - REPAIRS - DIY MODS

J. D. Custom Electro/iics
18 DEANS WAY, EDGWARE, HAS 9NL.

Tel: 01-906 1225
Hours of business: Mon.-Fri. 9.00 5.30. Saturday 9.00-1.00.

ENGINEERS' MERCHANT Co. Ltd.
P.O. Box 1, Ystalyfera,
Swansea SA9 2WR.

SILICON CHIP
Uniden 400 CB Rig with built in 20/20 watt
stereo amplifier £250.00

THE LIPY LAND BASE
Uniden 400 rig with built in 5 watt amp and squelch .. £222.76

THE SPUD CB REVERB UNIT
With mick & reverb gain Battery aut, switched

off when disconnected £74.87

INSTRUMENT REVERB UNIT
An interesting effect that can be used with either voice or
music signals it will be most familiar as the sound of
Duane Eddy and early Shadows £59.30

10 Watt Cassette Amplifier with Microphone
High quality microphone paging amplifier with

integral heavy duty cassette play £112.12
P.A. EQUIPMENT
4 Channel Volume Treble Bass Slave output
75 Watt amplifier £194.02

75 Watt Slave amplifier £157.59
4 Channel with 5-band graphic equalizer
100 Watt amplifier £399.81

100 Watt Slave amplifier £328.43
4 Channel with Built-in BBD echo unit

150 Watt amplifier £476.93
100W + 100W steroe slave amplifier £476.93

LOUDSPEAKERS
5 Watt £20.00 50 Watt £65.00
10 Watt £25.00 100 Watt £110.00
15 Watt £30.00 100 Watt Bass £150.00
20 Watt £35.00 200 Watt £240.00
25 Watt £40.00 200 Watt Bass £300.00
30 Watt £45.00 400 Watt £480.00
40 Watt £50.00 400 Watt Bass £600.00
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Past,
Present

It Future

(Part 2)
Last month we look at how CB

grew from a very slow start
in 1958 to its boom in the

late-seventies, and how
legal CB eventually came to
Britain. Here we will examine

the current state of affairs, and toss
around a few ideas about how the

service may develop in the future.
Let's face one thing right up front.

27MH2 is not the frequency most suited
to local, short-range communications.
The periodic long-distance propagation
from hundreds of thousands of miles

away make it barely usable for all but
very short-range at times, most notably
during the peak of a sunspot cycle.

22

These peaks occur on average every 11
years, but it is still possible for local
signals to be swamped-out by a station
many thousands of miles away, even
during a sunspot minimum. A VHF
allocation on the other hand would only
suffer such interference on a very
occasional basis.

In 1958. when 27MHz was allocated

to CB. it seemed reasonable enough.
After all. no other place in the world had
even heard of CB. Strangely enough.
1958 was also a sunspot maximum
year. Not just any old regular maximum,
but an all-time high, causing radio
communications everywhere to be
severely disrupted, Thirty years ago.

equipment of good-quality for VHF
bands would have been considerably
more expensive, so 27lv1Hz it was. If the
FCC could have foreseen what would
happen twenty years later, they may
have thought again. Like so many
things, however, it is very difficult to alter
once established. When colour

television first appeared, it may have
been better to redesign from scratch.
Because there were so many
monochrome sets in use however,
designers were forced to make the new
colour equipment backward compatible
with black-and-white. In the same way.
we have so many CB transceivers in
use throughout the world on 27MHz that
it would be virtually impossible to make
a sudden change.
Throughout the foregoing discussion

we've been assuming, of course, that
long-distance propagation is not what is
wanted. To millions of users, however, it
is precisely this form of propagation that
is the main attraction of Citizens' Band

radio. I am not trying to say that there is
anything wrong in this, indeed the time I
enjoy CB the most is when we have a
good opening to the United States. What
I am examining however, is whether
27MHz was a good or bad choice for the
originally intended purpose of
short-range communication.

The Case of England
In this country, we were really in the
position to establish a precedent by
setting up a VHF service. At the time
pressure was being put on the
government of the day to legalise CB.
we were at another sunspot maximum (it
actually peaked in November 1979).
Long-distance signals were in evidence
almost non-stop, and hundreds took to
the airwaves to communicate with their

fellow enthusiasts across the waters. For

many of the then illegal users it was just
this activity that they wished to do
legally, so for them 27MHz was the right,
choice. To anyone who only wanted a
two-way radio link for local
communications, it should have been

obvious that there was something better.
They wanted clear, interference-free
radio, that could be used for calling
home from the office, talking to a
delivery van. and so on.
By this time technology could provide

us with a compact, transistorised,
light-weight VHF transceiver at a very
reasonable cost. They were already
being manufactured by the thousand for
radio amateurs. A CB equivalent
wouldn't have been so expensive; most
of the extra frills could go to just leave a
basic channelised, VHF. FM transceiver.
A government release at the time even
stated that in no way would they ever
consider authorising the use of the
II -meter band, and that if such a
citizens' radio service were to be

introduced it would almost certainly be
on a VHF allocation. If only they knew
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Waterloo Bridge House - where decisions are made

The government's final decision to
allow 27MHz operation, but on different
channels to the rest of the world, and
using Ffvl didn't seem to be what either
group of people wanted. For the skip
chasers it was roughly the right
frequency, but somewhat removed from
the frequencies that legal users in other
countries were using. There were the
illegal folks of course, but not nearly as
many, and still not quite on the same
channels and modes. For the British
citizens who wanted their own local
communications it was better than
27MH2 F.C,C, band, but still subject to
an awful lot of interference from the
continent. It seemed a case of you can'l
please any of the people any of the time.

Last year's move toward the CEPT
standard is both a good and bad thing.
For long-distance work we can now
legally use the same channels as
millions of other people. Many
Europeans also work FM. so that's fine.
For local communications it's gonna be
hectic! After all, we are rapidly
approaching another sunspot peak, so
for the next few years the band will be
overcrowded to say the least. Britain is
now in the peculiar situation of legally
having 80 channels for CB in the
11 -meter band, and a choice as to
whether to keep them or eliminate the
original 40. Only time will tell.

The Future
Did the FCC get it wrong all those years
ago? Not really, because they had no

CITIZENS' BAND DECEMBER 1988

way of telling how popular CB would
become, and if they had allowed only
VHF operation many people would not
have been able to afford the necessary
equipment. They are now in that
awkward position of having to control
the monster they created. It may not be
easy, but 27MHz is here to stay.
What of Britain? Did our government

get it wrong? I feel the answer must
surely be yes. At the time CB was

legalised in England it was obvious that
27MHz was not working well for local
communications. VHF equipment was
very affordable, and would have offered
a better building-block for a short-range
communications system. The charade
we were treated to over "no frequencies
available" just doesn't go very far. Every
other place in the world found space,
and with severe limitations of the

numbers of TV and radio stations in this

Pity the poor dealers
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country on VHP. we stili have plenty of
gaps.

Given time our 934MHz allocation

may work. If enough people took an
interest, more sets could be sold,
making them cheaper to produce and so
on, It may be that 934fv1Hz is to us now
what VHP was to the F.C.C, in 1958, It

has very severe limitations however, that
we discussed last month, so its
suitability for a service such as this is
highly questionable. The recent decision
to stop importing 934MH2 equipment,
with a view to phasing out the UHP
service in a few years, means that we
will probably never knovy.

Some Possibilities
Let's examine some facts, OB is a mess.
We have an entire planet using the
11 -meter band uncontrollably, Nobody
would ever seriously consider using
27MHz for anything other than CB. Even
if the 27/81 service was withdrawn in

Britain, who would want to use the
frequencies? Just because a service is
officially withdrawn, it doesn't mean that
everyone stops using it. as French
authorities found out from their decision

to move away from AM and SSB toward
PM-only. Even if everyone in England
stopped using that portion of the band,
signals from the rest of the world would
still cause havoc to any other services
there, except for possibly extremely
short-range links. It seems that whether
the 27/81 allocation is good or bad
there is no real advantage in
withdrawing it, so it may as well stay,
even if it only eases the crowding
elsewhere. The same applies to the
CERT channels. Even if for some

peculiar reason the government decided
to discontinue them {yes, it has been
known for governments to change their
mind in a very short length of time!), the
same considerations would come into

effect. There would be so many signals
from the rest of the world that nobody
else would want the frequencies! Some
of the last non-CB users of the 27MHz

band want out, simply because it is too
crowded and subject to too much
interference.

All in all then, 27MH2 is CB and likely
to remain so, legally or illegally. What we
could use is another allocation, right
away from the hustle and bustle of
11 -meters. A VHP band someplace
would do just fine, 27MHz would stay as
it is - a band for general chatting with
lots of long-distance work when the
conditions allow it. The VHP band could

be allocated in a similar way to which
the P.C.G. originally assigned their class
D service, with some channels for
communication between units of the

same station. Such a service would be

most welcome to many. In the skip-free
VHP area, we also have the possibility of
starting-up repeaters on CB. Whilst they
are workable on 27MHz {the 10-meter
amateur band has them), the prevailing
conditions for a large part of the lime
would make them rather unreliable.

Local clubs and users could help install
such repeaters, and they are not all that
difficult to maintain. Careful planning
and licensing of such installations could
mean that areas could be well served,
with consistently reliable
communications over 50 miles or more.

With more and more people travelling
further and further each day, this could
be an important point for the future.
The Achilles' heel of the CB world is

the abusers of the system. We have
discovered the hard way that not
everyone on the air is such a "good
buddy." Abuse takes many forms;
there's the outright bad language and
deliberate interference, the
carelessness of obliterating someone
else's conversation, and the thoughtless
interference caused by indiscriminate
fiddling inside rigs. Nobody's perfect,'
and it is all to easy to accidentally cause
interference. It is the other two forms of

abuse that require attention. An altitude
of "I'm alright Jack" seems to be settling
in. "So I'm being a selfish, foul-mouthed
person. Who cares? I'm having fun." We

have some strange people around.
The last form of abuse mentioned is

probably largely unintended. So many
users "adjust" their rig in the hopes of
making better in some way, and wind-up
splattering over several channels and
causing havoc. And this doesn't just
apply to people who play with their own
rig; there are good many so-called "rig
doctors" who have no idea how to align
and modify transceivers correctly.
To clean-up 27MHz would be an

extremely slow, and depressing task, but
if we are to avoid it becoming "Danger -
Keep Out" zone something must be
done, A new service on VHP would at

least have a chance to get it right at the
start. We need callsigns, if not the
old-style "This is KXYS-9999" voice
announcement then a modern hi-tech

substitute. It would be relatively easy to
incorporate a coded electronic signal
into each rig that identifies it at the start
of every transmission. It may be too
much trouble to get every store selling
transceivers to record who has which

code, but a voluntary combined
registration/license could be
implemented. If a monitoring station then
picked-up anyone abusing the system,
they could run a quick computer check
on the special code. If registered they
know exactly where to go, otherwise
traditional radio direction-finding can be
employed. The problem is that as with
most things there is a way around it.
Even if no details of the coding system
were officially released, you can bet it
wouldn't be long before someone came
up with a black box that simulated the
codes and landed some innocent

person in an awkward situation. It would
certainly eliminate some problems
though.

In writing the preceding paragraph it
seems that the majority of sensible
users of the system are being mistrusted
because of a minority. Whether it
sounds too much like "1984" is

debatable, but is it better to have that or

a system that becomes unusable due to

A novice amateur band?

■  J
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(Above) Why didn't we get 27AM?

the selfish minority?
An electronic code could have

definite advantages however. As well as
identifying the transmitting station the
code could also incorporate a
selective-call facility. This could be used
in a way not unlike telephone numbers.
Earlier we mentioned the possibility of
using repeaters. One idiot close to the
repeater and ail that expensive
hardware becomes nothing but a relay
for garbage. Groups setting up a
repeater station could possibly arrange
for a yearly subscription to help finance
it, with each user's identity code held in
memory in the repealer, Access would
then only be granted upon receipt of a
valid code, possibly with a bypass to
allow anyone to call emergency
monitors etc. Any user silly enough to
abuse the repeater can be instantly
stopped by the removal of his/her
identity code. The possibilities with
modern digital control are almost
endless.

As for the problem of authorised
tampering, perhaps a radio should be
seated, with only licensed service
engineers having access to them. Any
"rig doctor" worth going to should be
able to easily pass a single technical
competence test to allow him to repair
such equipment. After all, the F.C.C. only
allowed licensed engineers to repair CB
radios. If all this seems rather drastic, it
is. Like so many things however, most
sensible people pay because of a small
number who have no common sense.

And 11 -meters? It would be nice if the

radio department could have a real good
clean-up. Let's get rid of the idiots, have
ail the maladjusted rigs puts right once
and for all and make the band a nicer

place. We're fighting against the rest of
Europe for a lot of the time, but there is
still hope.
There has been talk in recent times of

a novice amateur band, and 27MHz
would probably seem attractive. It would
seem grossly unfair however, to

suddenly tell everyone there that they
must stop using it unless they go pass a
technical test. Maybe they just aren't
technically minded, and there's no
reason why they should be. Perhaps
Britain should adopt SSB on part of
27MHz and allow people to use it for
long-distance communications in this
way. If that is what many people want.
We could then have the best of both

worlds: 27MHz for long-distance work
when the skip's running, and for local
chatting at other times, and a VHP
service for reliable point-to-point
messages.

Write and let us know how you feel
about the future of CB. It is the users of

today and tomorrow who must make the
decisions about their own service, and
they try to convince the authorities that
what they say is best. What do you
want? Long-distance SSB on 27MHz?
Short-range on VHP? Both? Or just a
complete disorganised shambles? That
Is what will happen if nothing is done.
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SHARMAN'S WHOLESALE

A

3 a
(HACK JAGUAR

CHAILENGER
BJ 200
5 Band

programmable
hand held scanner

26.0/29.995 MHz

50/88 MHz

115/178 MHz

200/280 MHz

360/520 MHz

i
MAXCOM 30E

Most popular UK 81 CB
now back in the UK.

ES 880 ECHO CHAMBER

METER MATCHER SWR 176

SWVR-1 QUALITY VOLTAGE
REDUCER. 24-12 VOLT
10 AMP RATED

SW PSU 3-5 AMP
BRITISH MADE

SWR-2T

POWER METER SWR-12
SHARMAN METER SWR-T2

If you would like further details of the full range of CB equipment,
telephones, In Car entertainment, portable TV and radio and all the
benefits of dealing with one of the country's major wholesalers,
then please phone 061-834-9571 for immediate attention.

3 BURY NEW ROAD. MANCHESTER MB 8FW
TEL: 061 -834 9571 TELEX665446 Sharma G FAX 061 835 3679

SHARMAN'S WHOLESALE



SHARMAN'S WHOLESALE

ANTRON 99

DISTRIBUTORS FOR:

LnJ

18-ftFULL LENGTH

FIBREGLASS ANTENNA.

TUNABLE FROM BASE.

WEATHER-PROOF HIGH

PERFORMANCE ANTENNA.

THORO

MOST POPULAR AMERICAN

HOME BASE ANTENNA.

NOW AVAILABLE IN THE UK.

Valor Antenno

DNT
maxcom

Extensive range of
CB equipment in stock

at the best prices for you!

STRICTLY TRADE ONLY

I  RING NOW FOR OUR SECURICOR DELIVERY DETAILS! |

SHARMAN'S WHOLESALE



A4I2THE
TRUCKERS
SHOP

NOWM
Sju TEL 109231 35943

rMPtea

If you want our
new 64 page
catalogue featuring
over 2000 truck and
CB Items, please send
£2.00 cheque/PO to the^
address on the mail

order coupon below.

AS ONE OF THE UK's OLDEST ESTABLISHED CB SPECIALISTS
TRADING SINCE 1979 WE HAVE THE WIDEST RANGE OF
CB's AND ACCESSORIES IN THE COUNTRY.

ALL MAIL ORDER ITEMS ARE CHECKED

& TESTED BEFORE DESPATCH
WHEREVER POSSIBLE AND FULLY

GUARANTEED. Vs*

WE'VE DECLARED WAR! OINip^iCES
A RECENT MASSIVE BULK PURCHASING BY OUR BUYERS ENABLES US TO OFFER THE
FOLLOWING RADIOS AT GREATLY REDUCED PRICES - WE DONT BELIEVE YOU CAN
BUY AT BEHER PRICES - PRICES GOOD WHILST STOCKS LAST - SO HURRYI

We will endeavour to maintain supplies into the New Year.

uniden
DOWN IN PRICE!

DNT CONTACT — BASIC

27/ai

27 GB

UNIDEN 200

Unldtn 200 — features HhLow Power, Volume.
Squelsft, Mike Gain. RF Gain, HFlow Tbne
SwIKh, Brighl/Olm Switch, S' Meter. PA Facility;

Eatentlon Speaker Socket.

|?fl27GB| 115.

+ £2.CX3p&p

UNIDEN 300 DOWN IN PRICE!

Features Volume, Squelch, Ch. 9
switch, Channel Free indicator,
LED chain meter and 'up-down'
push button channel change.

27/81

frooeeeo

;+ E2.00P&P

DNT CONTACT —

SCAN MIKE MODEL

Features as above but with

channei 'up-down' facility on
handmike.

Unlden 300 Base Station — features HFtow

Power, Volume, Squelch, Mike Gain. Rp Cain, Hh
Low Tone Switch, S' Meter, PA Facility. Extension
Speaker Socket, 240 volts with 13.0 volt facility
also,..

+ £2.00 p&p

DNT SCANNER 40
£3,50 p&p

UNIDEN 400

DOWN IN PRICE!

PR 27 GB

IPR27GBI

Features RF plus Mike gain,
volume, squelch, PA, bass/treble
control. LED dimmer and S/RF or

modulation meter,

+ £2.00 p&p

This unit hasjust received type
approval — RTD No. 3715 — and
features Vblume, Squelch. Ch. 9,
and 19 switch, Mike gain, RF gain,
variable power output, PA scan mike.
SPECIAL INTRODUCTORY

''"'"£110 £2.00 p&p

Channel free indicator. Noise
blanker and elearonic scan search.

DNT 4000 FM HAND*
HELD IPR 27 GB

NEW

DNT TRANSIT 40
A slim new look DNT raOiO for
the old U.K frequency. Features
include Vtoiume, Squelch, LED
Cham meter, Ch. 9 (aciiity,
'up-down' scan channel seieaor.
piuschannel change facilrty mike

DOWN N PR CE
27/81

E2.00

A4iat

JESAN 2 CH

WALKIE-TALKIES

3JUST £32.00

ER PAIR

+ £1.50

_JESA

'/4 watt output with Ch.14/30
switch plus Vblume,
telescopic antenna (range up to V2
mile).

DOWN IN PRICE!
Midland

I MTE R rvj Axi o rsj Ai_

DOWN IN PR CE

27/81

JESAN KR-303
This compact unit features
Volume, Squelch, PA facility and
NEW High Power switching. Tidy
little unit ideal where space is
limited.

ONLY
II) Ci- £2.00 p&p

^ UNIT JUST TYPE
APPROVED FOR CEPT

FREQUENCY Insufficient
time to allow Illustration and

details before going to press but

Features teie5C0p< antenna,
lone call key. LED display. RX-TX
indicator. Ch 9 switch, charger

socket. S meter, volume
and squelch

DOWN IN PRICE

please ring for Information — and
lowest price in the U.K..

£2.00 £2.00 p&p

JESAN CB950

HANDHELD

DOWN

IN

PRICE!

Nice quality
handheld with
all facilities and

similar in design
to the Moonraker

Master

For 27/8)

frequencies

27/81

MIDLAND 77-805
MOBILE/PORTABLE
This excellent combination unit
can be used purely as a mobile
with its own bracket and power
lead or coupled up with the
supplied battery case and
telescopic antenna it becomes a
versatile handheld powered by
Nicads or batteries (not supplied).
Price also includes a high quality
speaker mike.

THE MOST

VERSATILE
CB AVAILABLE + £2.00 p&p

IMPORTANT

Radios with

this symtxDi
t3eside them

are on the old

U.K. frequency

This unit has an LED readout Low/
High power switch, DC and
charger socket, telescopic antenna
and carrying case. Takes lOx HP7
batteries or Nicads (not supplied).

A 27/81

HANDHELD

UNDER

£601

PR_27 GB] Radios with
this symbol

beside them are on the

New Cept (European)
frequency

PLE/\SE

CHECk YOU
ARE ORDERING

YOUR RADIO
FOR THE

CORRECT

REQUIRED

FREQUENCY
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maxcom
inAXCOM 30E

ie old favourite Is back and so
e some of the old prices!
11$ unit features volume, squelch,
like and RF gain, lowfhigh power.

DOWN

IN PRICE

iTjt + £2.00 p&p

SUPERTUNED!

We have a limited stock of
SUPERTUNED Maxcom 30E

available, these have been fitted
with an extra aaive filter for clear

'bleed-over' free reception and also
auto squelch to eliminate static
and FM white noise interference.

.+ £2.00 p&p

In addition to the radios listed we

have many other brand names in
stock at prices we don't want to
publicise! Before you buy a new
radio anywhere just check our
prices — anyone who matches
these discount levelsjust doesn't
want to make moneyl

NOW — SOME OTHER

REASONS YOU SHOULD

COME TO US FOR YOUR

NEW RADIO

FULL PRE-SALE RADIO CHECK

1. Each new unit is individually
checked and tested before despatch.
Once your radio is checked to our
engineers satisfaction we ensure it has
thefull legal output and deviation
setting (many new radios don't) and it
is then date stamped so that your
guarantee requirements are fully
covered.

SPECIAL EXTENDED WARRANTY

2. For a small additional charge we can
extend your radio guarantee for a
further 12 months, "fbur new radio
purchased from us can now be
warranted for a full 2 year trouble free
period. No other major CB retailer
offers this special facility. Details of our
guarantee will be enclosed with every
new radio purchased and of course the
price you pay including a 2 year
warranty will still be less than most
shops charge for a unit with a standard
12 month one.

PART EXCHANGE FACILITY

3. We will give a minimum part
exchange allowance of ElO for any
working legal (27/81 or PR 27 GB) unit.
In many instances this allowance will
be greater. We can usually give a
telephone estimate if required on a PX
value.

HOME BASE ANTENNA
PRICE BLITZ

We've reduced our prices considerably on some top selllr>g base aerials,
^afn we will try to maintain supplies Into the New Ytear.

THUNDERPOLE 3 (LEGAL) £18.00 + £1.50 p&p.
LEMM MINI CP (LEGAL) £16.50 + £1.50 p&p.
TAGRABT— 104 SIGMA 4 £72.00 -t- £3.00 p&p,
VIKING 777/ANTRON 99 £55.00 + £2.00 p&p.
SIRIO2012 £70.00 + £3.00 p&p.
SIRIO TORNADO £36.00 + £2.00 p&p,
SHAKESPEARE SUPER BIG STICK £75.00 £3.00 p&p.
To compfy with recent legislation we wish to point oubunless
a base antenna Is marked legal In our advertisement It should
only be used for the 10 meter amateur band frequency
(28.00-29.70 MHz).

■ .T.WIJIIJIJrJNjl

ALTAI DM-315E
ECHO/POWER MIKE
Supplied ready-wired
for your radio (quote
model please). Takes
9v battery (not
included).

•^-1- £1.00 p&p

SPECIAL

PURCHASE

MINI

HEADPHONES

WALKMAN-

TYPE

DOWN IN PRICE!

FC250

FREQUENCY

COUNT

UNIDEN

BC 200XLT

NEW SCANNERS
Covering

29 — 54 MHz

118 — 174 MHz

406—512MHz

806 — 956 MHz

With 200 memory
channels, scan, priority
search and many more
up to the minute
features from the No. I

scanner manufacturers.

d 0 d

O ® $

op a *
o □ o o c
O □ E CD tS)

SPECIAL INTRODUCTORY

Pn.CE £245."
+ £2.00 p&p >

UNIDEN BC 100XLT
NOW BACK IN STOCK

+ £2.00 p&p

♦HECovers up to 250 MHz
requires 12v supply.5P;

+ £1.00 p&p

PDL 2 QUAD
Original Avanti
stock purchased
by us recently
in the USA
(repackaged
by Antenna
specialists)
gives a shattering
db gain.
LIMITED QUANTITY —
PLEASE RESERVE
BY PHON,

DON'T FORGET OUR UNIQUE
HUSTLER DCX DISCONE Is
available at

t3.00 p&p

incl. p&p

and covers 40-999 MHz
GET THE MOST OUT
OF YOUR SCANNERS
& RECEIVERSI

TWO TOP ANTENNAS
RECENTLY IMPORTED
FROM THE USA
VAN OROT

QUAD WOUND 4 x H WAVCI
trv uiDmate heicai amriYuI
The FOW-R STIK « 4 « % was*

of nign (Opprv.
m 10 i 500 wanL Cow*n oii*f
JMHTVMOISWII M CO I IS

SOT yp »riff ffode

Cepp«( colArM buck
TcregieL
Try ere onecr yotFMK
uaDon yoa-hS purvW or go
ntMeuwigaarong i
MxiAnng

94' POW-R-ST1K 423.00 ^
64*POW-R-rrtK£2630 7

# H

•

USTLER SC8
^ • 1000 watt capacity

.v' • EitrawiaetjanOwKftn
•; — 2 MHtl
\  • H.gn e'ficifncy

coil
v • Stavtint steel
»  tip rod

Owaii freight:
46"

L"Sr" W 24 UNF
THREAD

FITS MOST
POPULAR
MOUrUTS

 Mounts on W
X 24 mount

• AvaiiaPie
in Black

+ £2.00

CB CITY LIBRARY
SPECIAL PACKAGE
If you're not famUlar with this excellent 1 jj
series Of books we've put together a
realiygood value deal on all S titles if
purchased at the same time. ^
SCREWDRIVERS GUIDE £6.95 J '0*74 book"'
PLLDATABCXJK £6.95
CYBERNET EXPORT MANLAL £6.00
UNIDEN EXPORT MANUAL £6.00
and the NEW-UNDERSTANDING
AND REPAIRING C8 RADIOS £12.50
USUAL TOTAL COST £38.40 ,

JUST
IFALLSTfriJES C^OOC
PURCHASED It^TrmTfO
AT ONE TIME Inc. pEp. /
Of course you may still order one or
more title from the packaw at Che usua'/
price. Above prices inc. pSp.

CREDIT CARDS AND CARRIER
DEUVERY
4. To make your purchase fast and
efficient we take Access. Visa and
Amex for both 'phone and mail order
sales. Vtour new radio will normally be
on its way within 24 hours of receipt of
order and we even have a carrier
service, just £6.00 for any parcel,
within the U.K. mainland, which will
ensure swift delivery [within 2 days for
most regions). Just thejob for those ^ ̂  iMC 'urgent requirements. n^. fifFRRY

XMAS

Xmas is upon us again!
Join In the festivities
whilst you're mobile.
Our !2v Tree Lights up
and fixes on your car
window interior with
3 strong suction cup-

SHIPMENT JUST IN — ASTATIC, A.S. ANTLER

WE ALSO HAVE A SMALL
QUANTITY QF THE ORIGINAL
AVANTI MOONRAKER 4 M
BASE ANTENNAS ^
AVAILABLE — PHONE FOR ^
DETAILS AND PRICES. "-**

XMAS TREE

LATE NEWS We have some stock of the original
AVANTI ASTRO SCAN and other top USA Receiver
aerials just arriving — PHOFJE FOR DETAILS —
STOCKS ARE LIMITED

MAIL ORDER to: truck king, OeptCB/.
320 ST. ALBANS ROAD, WATFORD WD2 5PO
Enquiries, ACCESSWISA'AMEX orders phone (0923} 35943

All prices quoted include post & pecking. Overseas orders add 20% (£ Sterling only please)

QTY ITEM £

Name .

Address.

VALOUR, K40 — LOTS OF NEW LINES —

CALL IN AND SEE.
TO ALL OUR
CUmMERS!

enclose Cheque/PO. for E

wish to pay by ACCESS □

payable to Truck King

^ VISA n I . AMEX □ (Tick)

'^^CardNo. i i ' ' ' '
mmm"^

PLEASE USE A SEPARATE SHEET OF PAPER IF YOU NEED MORE ROOM OR DO NOT WISH TO CUT YOUR MAGAZINE 1
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Christmas Gift
Guide

(Below) A handy gift for
a homebase station

Want to make someone happy this
Christmas? Paul Coxwell comes up

with a few ideas

Christmas is just around
\  the corner folks, and by

the time you get to read
this issue of the

magazine the stores will
all be decked out with

tinsel and snowscapes. If you're short of
a few accessories for your CB gear this
year, why not drop a subtle hint and
leave this magazine open on this page
in a prominent position? Alternatively
you may like to give some of your CB
friends a little something: read on.

For the beginning CB user, perhaps
someone you know who is receiving a
transceiver for Christmas (excuse the
pun), there are several books around
that they may find useful. Ivlany are a
good few years outdated from the
current scene, but the basic information

in them is good. Tab books have a
reasonable range of inexpensive little
paperbacks, originally selling for around
$2 to $3, These can be found in the
radio junk shops of many towns and
cities now. For those within shopping
distance of central London, Foyle's
Books have a good assortment of radio
books. Supplies of specific titles may be
a little erratic, but they always have
plenty to choose from at any given time.
If you want books aimed specifically at
the British CB market, you may have to
hunt a little harder; the few that are still

in print are largely too old to cover the
latest developments in England. If
there's a CB store near you, then that's
probably your best bet.

30

If you have a more experienced
relative or friend, the choices for books
open up a little. On the technical book
scene, try Lou Franklin's "Screwdriver
Expert's Guide," available from his own
company, CB City International. This
goes a little deeper than the previously
mentioned guides, but is still written in
very easy-to-understand terms. For the
person who wants nothing but the best
technical guides, try Lou's "CB PLL
Data Book" and "Repairing &
Understanding CB Radios." The latter
book, if you can run to $35, is well
recommended, and guaranteed to keep
delinquent breakers quiet well into the
new year. If your intended 'giftee' has a
great thirst for even more radio
knowledge, and particularly an interest
toward amateur radio too, you may like
to try a copy of "The Radio Amateur's
Handbook," or "Radio Communication."
The first is published by the American
Radio Relay League, and is a very
comprehensive book. The second book
is the British equivalent, published by
the Radio Society Of Great Britain. The
RSGB carry a range of other books,
leaflets, wall charts etc, including some
obtained from the ARRL. You can visit
their headquarters 10am to 4pm.
Monday through Friday to see the stock
(addresses listed below).

If your Christmas spending budget
can stretch beyond the odd book or two,
you may like to move into the
accessories field. If you're
Inexperienced with CB, your best bet
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(Above) A handy accessory

would be to take yourself along to the
nearest good CB store in your area, and
ask their advice. Your main choice

would probably be between
preamplifiers, speech processors,
antenna matchers, SWR/Power meters,
microphones, extension speakers, and
linear amplifiers. The last mentioned
items are illegal, so be careful who
you're giving them to! Two of the
best-known suppliers of these items in
Britain are Nevada Communications
(formerly Telecoms} at Portsmouth, and
Truck King at Watford. Both have a good
range, and will also sell mail order to
those unable to get to the store.
Speech processors are a good bet for

anyone who's interested in working

long-distance "skip" contacts. They
come in two forms: one to fix inside the

rig, the other to connect in-line as an
extra box. The latter, for obvious
reasons, is the better choice for a
Christmas gift. Look for a processor that
has variable gain, and that can be
switched out of circuit easily when
necessary, fvlost stores will wire the
connecting plug on such items to suit
the intended radio, so make a note of

the model number when buying your
processor. That way your gift can be
used straight away. Expect to pay from
£20 up to around £50. One last thing:
Don't forget the batteryl
SWR/Power meters are a little trickier.

Anyone who has been around in GB for
more than a few months will probably
already have a very basic meter, so
you'd best look for one of the more
"upmarket" models. These often
incorporate a built-in antenna matcher,
modulation meter and so on. Prices

range from £15 or so upwards. One
tester sold under various brand names

Incorporates an SWR meter, power
meter (20 watts), Afvl modulation meter.
FM deviation meter, and dummy load all
in one unit. Whilst the accuracy of these
cheap meters is highly questionable,
they will suffice for many users needing
a very rough guide. Just in case of a
shortage, gel a patch cord to go with
any meter you buy; apart from anything

(Below) Batteries are inexpensive - but useful

POWER
EXIDE
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else it'll make you look as if you can
afford big gifts!

Microphones are a little difficult too,
because they don't really look much as
a Christmas present. If you have a
relative with a base station, you might
like to consider one of the fancier desk

microphones, which range in price from
£30 or £40 up to £80 or more for the
more esoteric types, such as those
designed to look like old-fashioned radio
microphones. As with speech
processors, make a note of the radio's
model number so the store can wire the

plug for you. Most will do this free of
charge. Remember the battery!

If you're out for something a little
smaller (for 'smaller' read 'cheaper!'),
don't forget those odd stocking-fillers,
like badges, hats, bumper stickers. CB
log books and so on, Once again, your
local CB store is your best bet here. As
a gift to be remembered once a month
all year, you could always get a year's
subscription to "Citizens' Band"
magazine.

Contacts
CB City International, P.O. Box 31500,
Phoenix. AZ 85046. Tel: (602) 996-8700.
Foyle's Books, 113-119 Charing Cross
Road, London WC2. Tel: (01) 437-5660.
Tab Books Inc., P.O. Box 40, Blue Ridge
Summit, PA 17214. Tel: (717) 794-2191.
Truck King, 320 St. Albans Road,

An extension speaker is always welcome

Watford, WD2 5P0. Tel: (0923) 35943.
American Radio Relay League, Main
Street, Newington, CT 06111. Tel: (203)
666-1541.

Radio Society Of Great Britain, Lambda

House, Cranborne Road, Potters Bar,
EN6 3JE. Tel: (0707)59015.
Nevada Communications, 189 London
Road, Portsmouth, P02 9AE. Tel: (0705)
662145.

Queen Street,
Kirfon Lindsey,
S. Humberside
DN21 4NP

Tel: (0652) 648378
OPEN: Mon.-Sat.

9.30-5.30. Sun.

10.30-5.30

Lunch 12.30-1.30.

Closed Wednesday.
Open evenings by
appointment.

WHY BUY FROM US?

1. STOCK - Large stocks of CB accessories from all
manufacturers.

2. PRICE - Everything at competitive prices.
3. REPAIRS - 2 repair shops, one on the premises,

manned 7 days.
4. FAST - All Mail Order despatched same day or

your money back!
5. RELIABLE - Trading in the same town for 26 years.
6. FRIENDLY - Technical help and a cup of coffee

always available.
7. PARKING - 200ft. layby outside shop, for even

the biggest trucks.
8. TESTED - All goods tested before despatch

wherever possible.
9. OPEN - 6 days a week, any evening by

appointment.
10. FREE - Price list of all CB accessories, please

send SAE.

/V£Vl^ALTAI ECHO BASE MIKE
ECHO QUALITY SIMILAR TO ES880 BUT WITH
THE ADDED PUNCH OF A BASE POWER MIKE.
FEATURES INCLUDE:

PP3 OR 12V SUPPLY

VOLUME SLIDER CONTROL

ECHO SLIDER CONTROL
REPEAT PRESET CONTROL

FLEXIBLE NECK

TALK & LOCK CONTROLS
ROGER BLEEP TONE

£47,50 {+£1.50 P&P)

RIGS
OLD FREQUENCY
Moonrsker Minor £57.50
Moonraker Major £79.50
Moonraker Master Hand-Held .. £74.50

Midland 104 (Mini) £59.50
Midland Port-a-Pak £89.50
Unlden 100 £69.50
Uniden 200 £92.50

Unlden 300 (Base Station) £145.00
Mustang 2000 £63.50
Jesan KR-303 £52.50
Jesan KFl-200 (Large Mobile) ... £79.50
Jesan 40-ch,/4W Hand-Held ... £64.50

DNTTransit-40 (Mobile) £69.50
DNT3-ch, Hand-Held £43.50
Sonic 2-ch. Hand-Held £18.50
Eurosonic 40-ch. Hand Held £64.50
Sonic GT 868 £53.50
Maxcom 30E £79.50
NEW FREQUENCY

DNT Contact 40 £64.50
DNT 40-ch. Hand-Held £69.50

Uniden 400 £94,50

Alpha 4000 (Rotel 240) £159.50
DNTScannerAO £149.00
Albrecht AE 4400 £77.50
Team TRX-404 £69.50

NEW RANGE OF

TAGRA RF

AMPLIFIERS

GL-25 25W £17.95

GL-35 35W £24.95

GL-50 50W £29.50

GL-150 SOW £46.50

Tagra Antennas Now
Back in Stock.

COMING SOON

New Frequency Sets
from Uniden &

Maxcom.
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You're
Nicked!

Keith Townsend looks at the events
and [mpllcations of 'Black Thursday'

(Above) The wrong arm of the law

CITIZENS' BAND DECEMBER 1988

El ver since it first assumed
responsibility for regulating
Britain's radio

communication systems,
the Department of Trade
and Industry has made no

secret of its intention to reduce the

availability of CB rigs which do not
conform to the terms of the licence. To
that end, it has, over the past few years,
instituted prosecutions against a number
of CB operators for offences ranging
from operating without a valid licence,
through operating outside the terms of
the licence, right up to operating a
station for which no licence could or

would be issued. Despite these
prosecutions, the vast majority of which
were successful, there has been no
shortage, either of clandestine
equipment or of those prepared to use it.
It was precisely because of this that,
more than two years ago, the DTI
announced its intention to restrict the

sale of CB rigs so that only those
capable of operation within the terms of
a valid licence would be available in the

shops.

Information

Citizens' Band first reported this
information when it was red-hot news.

Since then we have made various

references to the subject as Waterloo
Bridge House has released more
information. The one thing we were not
able to tell you, simply because we
ourselves did not know, was when the

prohibition might come into force. The
DTI had, in fact, set many tentative
launch dates for the necessary
Parliamentary Order but, as is the way
with the legal profession, their legal
advisers had quibbled over so many
points and taken so long in crossing the
'i's and dotting the 't's that the date
slipped further and further back, until the
Order had. for many people, become
completely intangible; a sort of ghost
who might be expected to materialise at
any moment but who never actually did.

All this changed on July 13th, when
the spectre slipped quietly into our lives
in the form of the 'Wireless Telegraphy
(Citizens' Band and Amateur Apparatus)
(Various Provisions) Order, 1988. (I hope
I don't have to say that little lot too
often). In effect, this Order restricts the
import, manufacture, sale, hire, offer or
advertisement for sale or hire, custody
or control of 'certain specified CB radio
apparatus'. What it means in practice is
that if you buy, sell, own, or even offer to
buy or sell any rig other than a straight 4
Watt. 40-channel FM model, you risk
being nicked! What is more, all your gear
is liable to be seized!

Everyone knew that such an Order
was to come. Everyone knew, within
reason, what it would say. In such
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circumstances it might have been
reasonable to expect the date of its
implementation to be announced well in
advance. It is arguable that this would
have given dealers and users alike clear
notice that their shelves and shacks

must be cleared of anything even
remotely dodgy before that date.
Instead, the first that either we or the CB
trade knew of the Order was when, on

Thursday. September 22nd. a small
number of dealers in London and the

South East were visited by bands of
warrant-carrying officials who were
empowered to search their premises
and to sieze and carry away any rigs
which they considered to contravene
the terms of the new Order.

Notice

True, the DTI had placed notice of the
Order in the London Evening Gazette, in
accordance with the law. True, they had
issued a Press Release announcing its
implementation. It is perhaps
unfortunate that precious few of us ever
read the Gazette. What is more

unfortunate is that, due to

circumstances which have not yet been
satisfactory explained, we have been
unable to track down anyone who had
actually received a copy of the Press
Release; this despite the fact that both
the Citizens' Band editorial office and

my home address are among those
listed for distribution of such titbits. In

fact I first saw the Press Release in early
October, after having asked for a copy
to be sent to me.

Be that as it may. the Order had

indeed come into force and the first

attempts to enforce its terms were
taking place. As one dealer explained to
me shortly afterwards; "'I arrived at my
shop at about eleven thirty in the
morning. 1 was more than a little
surprised to discover that the door was
locked and that my staff were not doing
business as usual. Inside, I was greeted
by no less than nine officials, a mixture
of DTI. Customs and Excise and local
police. It seems that they had already
been there for an hour and a half when I

arrived and although they had
suggested that the doors be locked they
had allowed a member of staff to

telephone the company's solicitors, who
had quite correctly advised him that
since the officials were armed with a

warrant he should comply with its terms.
This is precisely the course of action I
would have followed, had I been present
when they arrived."
He continued: "After a while a couple

of police officers left, leaving just one of
their number behind. This still left some

five or six officials on the premises and
they continued the task of searching the
premises, which had begun in my
absence. They were correct in their
procedure but very thorough, turning out
drawers and cupboards. We do a very
large mail-order trade in a wide variety
of goods and they even opened a
number of parcels which were due to be
sent out that day, to see if they
contained CB rigs. In all, they seized
about sixty pieces of equipment, many
of which belonged to customers and
were in for repair or for modification to
legal standard. The total retail value of

the seized goods was about ten
thousand pounds, in all. their visit lasted
for about three hours, during which even
our routine post was opened."

Low-key
Asked for his view of the day's events,
he told me; "t think that the introduction

of the Order was deliberately kept
low-key. Frankly, I am amazed that they
took the trouble to mount what

amounted to a "Sweeney" style raid
when all the goods we sell are on open
display, either in the window or in the
shop itself. Sure. I knew that a
prohibition order was imminent. I guess
that in the time it had taken to come

about t had simply stuck my head in the
sand, assuming that I would be given
plenty of warning. I admit that in many
ways there has always been a 'grey'
area to the sale of OB rigs but as selling
them had not previously been illegal. I,
like a lot of others, had continued to do
so. If I had received proper notification
of the new Order there would have been

absolutely no need for such a raid. As it
was. I am appalled that they considered
it necessary to send a posse. Had just
one man appeared with such a warrant I
would have responded in exactly the
same manner. This was a most

unpleasant and unecessary experience,
after which two of my staff were so
distressed that they had to be sent
home for the rest of the day!"
On his future plans, he assured me

that he intended to stock only radios
which he could sell legally, "as I
believed I had been doing at the time."

(Below) Beware the Ides of September
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STATUTORY INSTRUMENTS

1988 No. 1215

TELEGRAPHS

The Wireless Telegraphy (Citizens' Band and Amateur
Apparatus) (Various Provisions) Order 1988

Affltir . - - -

Uiid btfort Fofliwrvni

Cemirtt inio fetet

nth July im

nth Juh 19SS

Sih August I9SS

>A'h«eas il appein (o the Sccnun' of Sutc lo be eipedieni dial (be proniiou o(
icctiaa 7 of Uk Wireleu Telegrajdiy Act 1967(al should apply lo the mteleu lelegrapby
apparatus spenned in this Order for ibe purpose of prcveotioi or reduciDg the nsk ot
ifiierfercocemtb nvclesi lekpapby and thaiceruin ofsucb apparatus should be marked
IP accordance «sdi (be provisioas of secuos 85 of the TeiecomisunicatiOBi Act 1984(b):

And lahereas the Secretary of State is satisfied as required bv sectioo 7|9| of the 1967
Act ibal Ibe Order is compatiMe with tbe latematiotiaJ obliptions of the Umted
ICnpdota:

Now. therefore, the Secieurj- of Slate in eaeictse of tbe powen conferred by seclioa
TCI of tbe 1967 Act and sccticms 84 and 85(1) of tbe 1984 Act bereby tiukes Ibe
foUowing Oriier

1. Tlus Order ouy be cited as tbe tA'iiclesa Telefraphy (Ciliaens' Band and Amateur
.Apparaiuil (Various Proviiioos) Order 1988 and shall come into force on 8lfa Au|usi
1988.

twetpeetitleii

2. In this Order-

"Ibe 1967 Act" means (he Wireless Telegraphy Act 1967;

"(be 1984 Act" means the Tcleconununicatjons Act 1984;

"MPT 1720" means Perfonnaoce Specification MPT 1520. as amended, published
in April 1981;
"MPT 133}" means Petfotmancr ̂ ectficalion MPT [}}3. published in December
1986;

"Bntrsh Standard S850; 1931" means (be Specification for Safety of electncilly
cnergued office otachises pnUisbed by tbe Bniisb Sludards Insbtuuoc and
repnnied in 1911;
~CB apparatus" meaas wirekss lekgnpby apparatus known as "Otiittu' Band"
whkb is dCBgaed or adapted, or bas facilities permitunf its adaptation, for tbe
purpose of transituttiog spoken messafm oo the frequencs band 76.1 MHr to 28
MHr.

(Above) Read it and weep

After speaking to a number of traders,
we contacted the DTI, who confirmed
that officers from three Radio

investigation Service regional offices
had taken part in a small number of
raids in and around London and the

South Coast on the day in question.
They told us; "Our officers visited
premises in Watford. Luton, fvlllton
Keynes and Andover and seized a
number of CB sets, either because they
were capable of operation on illicit
modes or frequencies or because they
did not have type-approval. These
included a number of Satcom and Atron

rigs, some Ham International President
Lincolns, a few Jumbos and a quantity
of 0827/81 -style sets which had been
modified for operation outside the
authorised band." They added that
whilst they had expected to find several
examples of rigs which did not have the
necessary type-approval they had been
surprised at the number of
pre-legalisation AM and SSB rigs that
their visits had uncovered.

1 put it to a DTI official that a proper
publicity campaign prior to the Order's
introduction might have removed the
need for such raids. He told me; "I very
much doubt that. Far from getting rid of

their stocks, I think that some dealers
would simply have hidden them away,
only to filter them onto the market much
more slowly." He continued: "As for
publicity, we had made no secret of the
fact that such an Order was imminent.
Citizens' Band magazine had given
considerable publicity to the fact and
although the need to ensure that the
Order complied with every aspect of the
law had delayed its introduction, we
remain convinced that any dealer who
intended to comply with the law had
been given plenty of opportunity to
ensure that they stocked only those sets
for which a licence could be issued." He
added: "Many people buying CB
equipment for the first time rely on the
dealer to supply them with the correct
equipment. If he does not, then the user
may find himself charged with various
offences under ihe Wireless Telegraphy
Act. The new order merely removes the
anomoly whereby equipment which
could not legally be used could still be
openly supplied."

Warrants

1 asked how the Department intended to
enforce the new Order and was told;

"There will undoubtedly be more
warrants Issued under the terms of this

Order and more dealers can expect to
be visited. Our primary aim is to prevent
the trade in illicit equipment and this can
best be done by keeping such goods out
of the shops. We are, of course, also
concerned to prevent their importation."
Asked how this might affect anyone

who had already purchased such a rig,
he said; "Of course, anyone who installs
or operates a rig which does not
conform to the terms of their licence is

leaving themselves open to prosecution
but we expect the major enforcement
action to be directed against those who
profit from the sale of such sets."
Where does all this leave the CB

community? Until now it has been
relatively easy for those who wanted a
little extra. Either they had their present
rig doctored or they simply went out and
bought something that was, in the words
of Waylon Jennings, 'just a little bit more
than the law would allow.' There were

always risks but there were always
those prepared and willing to take those
risks, just as there were always those
ready to meet their needs. The Wireless
Telegraphy (Citizens' Band and Amateur
Apparatus) (Various Provisions) Order
1988 (I still think that's one heck of a
mouthful) looks set to change all that by
sweeping away many of the brand
names that breakers have come to

know and love. As its effects are felt It

will undoubtedly prove harder to lay your
hands on a rig that is just that little bit
special. On the other hand, it will end
forever the complaints, of which we
have received more than a few of late,

that Johnny has just bought his first rig
and didn't know it wasn't covered by his
licence until the RIS came round to

announce that it didn't have

type-approval. The moral, for both
dealers and users, must be to make

sure in the future that what they buy is
legal in every sense of the word!

This said. It is impossible not to feel a
considerable degree of sympathy for
those dealers who already seem to have
fallen foul of the legal changes. In
emphasising that the DTI has acted
entirely within the law, both in respect of
the new order's introduction and its

implementation, I cannot help but share
the disappointment of those who believe
that the introduction date of such an

important change in the CB laws should
have received greater publicity. Against
the view that this would have prevented
enforcement officers from acting so
effectively we must balance the
possibility that a pre-announced date
might have reduced the need for such
enforcement. After all, what is the
purpose of the law in this country? Is it
merely lo catch wrongdoers, or might
we be allowed to hope that by offering a
clean lead it derives a greater purpose,
that of preventing the crime from
happening in the first place?
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CAPTAIN SPARX

A TOT

Aeim
The Captain looks back at the
development of communication

technology

s you know, George
Washington never told a lie,
which is more than you can
say about some folks on
.OB radio, especially when
" they mention the

equipment they've owned, loaned or
swopped at the local Club jumble sale.
George Washington is said to have
owned up to chopping down his Pa's
favourite cherry tree. Not often
mentioned is his plan to adapt the same
to a radio antenna - pity he lived so far
from those gigantic redwoods in
California. When I asked a US radio

veteran from the sunny state if the CB
fraternity had ever thought of using the
big trees in any way, he drawled, "Well,
we did think of hanging some of the kids
and lids from them."

George Washington's anticipation of
our present radio conversation was
noted by a radio magazine in the year of
the Captain's birth, 1931 not 1881 as
sometimes rumoured. The first President

of the USA advised, "Be not hasty to
believe flying reports to the
disparagment of anyone." This homely
wisdom was noted in 'Western Electric

News', a monthly magazine of great
interest to radio freaks and telephone
enthusiasts. Indeed, I recently
mentioned the journal to an emissary of
American Telephone and Telegraph,
better known as A T & T, parent
company of Western Electric.
Incidentally. AT&T had just published
an excellent and free booklet about its

amazing technology, well worth seeing.
As the Captain is not employed in public
relations capacity, or indeed anywhere
else, he cannot promise anything, but
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serious minded readers can write for a

copy to the Public Relations Office,
AT&T International, Norfolk House, 31
St. James Square, London 5W1Y 4JR.
AT&T has been busy in advanced

communications since the invention of

the telephone over a century ago.
Today, it employs some 300,000 people
worldwide, providing services to 250
countries with offices in 25. This is no

history lesson, but, as the
aforementioned booklet points out, the
transistor effect was discovered at
AT&T Bell Laboratories in 1947, the

laser (for fibre optics communication)
eleven years later. Since the latter
discovery in 1958, AT&T has
produced more than a million miles of
fibre cable - the communications

medium that could well make much, and

possibly most satellite communication
unnecessary in the 1990s. Hobby radio
users will certainly have access to the
science-fiction flavour technology
mentioned in such glowing literature.
'Western Electric News' was born long
before fibre optics, and even before the

excellent actor. Don Ameche, portrayed
Alexander Graham Bell in a 20lh

Century Fox movie of the 1940s. Bell
was, of course, the gent who started the
telephony revolution when, on March
10th 1876. he used his original liquid
phone to call an assistant, Mr. Watson,
into his laboratory. "Western Electric
News' appeared shortly before the
outbreak of the first world war, and by
the 1930s had become a singularly
prestigious journal. It had a 12in. x gin.
page size, full colour cover and though
primarily a company magazine, 'devoted
to the interests of Western Electric men

and women", had a great deal on current
communication developments, e.g. use
of radio by the fireboats in New York
harbour. Some singularly merry cartoons
about use. and somewhat unlikely
potential of the telephone was also
included. Presumably, the Editor of the
magazine. Sterling Patterson,
recognised (long before the
sociologists) the therapeutic value of
laughter in industrial relations. When
Captain Sparx was put In charge of an
office at the Co-op some years ago,
people laughed at him all the time.

If the eager beavers at A T & T
wanted to delight the more mature(?)
radio buffs, they could perhaps re-issue
some of the radio delights found in the
pages of 'Western Electric News'. In the
February 1931 issue, Madeline
Moschenross, the assistant editor, wrote
a piece about a visit to the CBS radio
station in New York, WABC, housed on

the 23rd floor of an elegant skyscraper.
Not only is the report a genial picture of
life in the Big Apple, but in places it is
reminiscent of moments when we have

tried to explain CB to aunts from the
country. The Hank Simmons Showboat
Programme, broadcast on WABC on
Saturday nights had something close to
a radio soap opera, the studio audience
being encouraged to make sounds
appropriate to the plot. To avoid possible
errors, the programme's floor assistant
held up sign-boards stating the kind of
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sound to be used. It sounds like a

natural for sabotage by frustrated
community radio activists.

In addition to an interesting array of
guest stars. WABC also developed
some interesting Outside Broadcast
tectiniques. Wl^en 'Western Electric
News' featured thiis innovation, one of
the reporters was seen carrying a
backpack and shortwave transmitter.
His handheld microphone was
turnip-sized. However, it seemed to do
the trick, and local sales of tonic wine
possibly increased. CB was anticipated
from time to time, in spirit if not in actual
technology. In February 1930, a New
York employee described how his home
had been wired up for remote control
radio. Inspired by an early business
Inter-com set-up. the New York home
had the basic electronics in the

basement, a press-button control panel
in the living room two floors above. Neat
loudspeaker consoles had been

integrated with the home decor. This
sort of thing may be 'old hat' in the
1980s, but the Captain has certainty met
gents who think that their new home
ought to be designed around their
transceiver, preferably by an architect
who signs his drawing with a CB handle.
'Western Electric News' covered

cinema developments linked to the
installation and/or up-grading of
equipment for the talkies. Readers of the
Captain's recent soliloquy on cable
radio will be interested to know that a

sort of cable concert occurred on

Sunday September 13th 1931. 'Music
Along The Wires' was an attempt to link
conventional radio broadcasting with the
promotion of the telephone. Stations
involved in the experiment included
WABC (New York). WCAU
(Philadelphia). WCAO (Baltimore),
WAML (Washington DC). WOKO
(Albany). WFBL (Syracuse) and WGR
(Buffalo).

Telephone subscribers could 'listen in'
to a trans-Atlantic conversation, as

evidence of the great advances in
inter-continental communication, though
that achievement was modest enough
compared with the possibilities open to
us today. The radio programme linked to
the programme included music
performed by a certain Domenica
Savino and his Symphony Orchestra,
Their repertoire included tunes by Victor
Herbert, one of whose songs perfectly
described a CB radio diagram as beheld
by a technical ignoramus; 'Ah Sweet
Mystery of Life'. Inevitably. 'Western
Electric News' tended to concentrate on

telephony rather than shortwave radio.
Today, the technologies are increasingly
running in tandem.
Today, ever increasing technology

opens new avenues of inter-continental
communication - for example, the 1988
AT&T trans-oceanic cable,
transmitting high quality services
between Europe and the USA at the
speed of light, it all seems a long way
from 'Music Along The Wires'. Still, if you
think life is moving loo fast, reflect that
'Western Electric News' once covered a

dramatic presentation by some eighth
grade school-children in Chicago. The
title. 'Introducing The Telephone To A
Mountain Girl' referred to the heroine, a
maiden from the hills on holiday in
Kansas City where relations showed her
how to use a telephone. It's the kind of
plot we may yet see in plays specially
made for satellite television. The piece
had useful public education aspects. As
recently as the 1940s. Captain Sparx
knew rural characters who confessed

that they had never used a telephone.
Some even thought the telephone likely
to affect one's mental well-being (this
was before unsought telephone selling
made this entirely possible). 'Western
Electric News' certainly put the
telephone on the map. metaphorically
speaking, and helped make the nation
radio-minded.

A final salute from this excellent

magazine produced in more innocent
times by part of the AT&T organisation
- in December 1930, it covered a report
on the acoustics technology experts
who installed sound reproduction
equipment in major cinemas in Britain
and the USA. These roving geniuses,
said the article, combined 'the quaiities
of the North West Mounted Police, the

US Marines, the Air Mail pilots, and the
fastest down-the-pole sliders of the New
York Police Department'. Great - but
such qualities are certainly found on any
member of the CB Club Committee.

Especially the one who organises the
Club Raffle.
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iShepherd Man iooksj
at the implications
of the new Order
and wonders if it's

not before time

VB ou'll never stop
the importation or
sales of iilegal
CB equipment in

M  the UK". That

®  seems to be the
quote of the century. But is it true? And
how many breakers can put their hands
on their hearts and say they have never
owned or used anything illegal on CB?
So who is to blame? Is it those who

import the goods? Is it those who sell
the goods? Is it the DTI for not keeping
a much tighter control on importation
and use or is it the user/buyer?

It is true to say that, prior to legal FM
in the UK, there was a certain amount of
illegal rigs and other assorted goods in
use and for sale but. like most things in
life, the more popular something gets,
the more the market grows to
accommodate the market's needs, so
where does it all start from and who is to

blame? Well, you can't blame the
importers for cashing in on something
that the law fails to stop but you can
blame the Government for failing to
"close the door'. Even with this new

Order under Section 7 of the Wireless

Telegraphy Act it still fails to close all
the doors. In fact it doesn't even go part
way. although it Is a start in the right
direction! You can't even blame the

shops for selling such goods (unless
they fail to inform the buyer that its
ownership or use makes the user 'illegal'
or outside of the law. Or that they con
that person by telling them that it is not
illegal to use such equipment in the UK.
Remember the old business rule of

supply and demand. So what is left? The
user/buyer. Yes, in the main, it is down
to us!

If it wasn't for those breakers who

want that little bit more i.e. bigger
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antennas, more channels and more
power etc. we wouldn't have the
problems. But then the human being is a
tunny creature. Given that there is
something better or bigger on the
market, we have to have it. don't we! So,
if we didn't buy these items then there
would be no market, but how many
breakers would be willing to part with
their prize possessions - who will be the
first to say no? It is clear that we can
expect little or no help from the DTI, so if
anything we will have to do it ourselves.
That is of course 'if that is what we really
want'...

From the telephone calls and
information that I have received it seems

that a large number of shops and CB
emporiums are being are being visited
by the RIS. They have been, in the main,
looking for outlawed goods under the
new Order. I think that this is long
overdue, as it is unfair to bust CBers
when the stock of illegal goods can be
seen on display and up until the Order
came into effect (8th Aug.) the RIS had
to catch you 'using' such goods or
having them connected for use as part
of an RX/TX system. I am sure that
once this temptation is removed, it will
help to stop the use - although you will
never stop it 100%. In fact it may prove
only to hype up the prices of some
illegal sets . . .
However, the shops are not the only

people that sell the illegal rigs. In fact,
from some of the events that I have

attended over the summer months, we

have a large number of others who are
setting up stalls and selling Afvl, SSB
and converted sets. So, perhaps the RIS
should start to take an interest in

Eyeballs. It has been my belief for a long
time that the RIS could score a lot of

'brownie points' by going to events and
talking to CBers. as well as keeping an
eye on certain people.

Whilst I was at Stanmer Park in

August, I bumped into Dave (The
Muddler) who is the Chairman of
Warminster Eagles DX Group. Since our
last meeting, he has sold his old red
Skoda and bought a brand new one!
Don't worry Dave, keep taking the
tablets, it may stop following you home.
Anyway, he informed me that the
Warminster Eagles Eyeball was well
attended by around 1,200 breakers. This
was a great success and the group
signed up 35 new members. He
apologised for the bar not turning up and
has booked new people for next year.
Red Dragon did a good job of burning
the burgers - so if he does it again next
year "they will burn him"! Next year's
site will be on the other side of the lake

and nearer the toilets. Dave has also

suggested that Keith (Shutterbug), N/ike
(The Beast) and Cliff might like to have
their own bar. Dave would like to thank

everyone who attended and the group
looks forward to seeing everyone again
in 1989.
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As we are nearing the time of year
when many CB dubs, groups and
organisations start to run down their
charity work for another year, I have
been contacted by quite a few who have
asked me to pass on their thanks to all
those who have supported them - both
with financial backing and otherwise, it
is great to know that we care about
others and are more than willing to help.
However, it is clear that, given the
present political climate and other
factors, some charities and good causes
are being forgotten, in favour of many of
the more popular ones. Perhaps next
year it might be nice to remember the
lesser ones and, if need be, support one
or two smaller ones instead of one large
charity. I can think of one major
campaign (although very worthwhile)
which has taken this country by storm,
and everyone seems intent on giving
financial support - but please remember
that others also need help .. ,
Thos of you who can remember the

'old' days on CB will recall the days of
'long and interesting copies' and
although these may seem to have been
a thing of the past to many, we can still
enjoy a good modulation or network.
But, with the passing of the 'old days'
went some really good breakers.
However, I am pleased to report that I
have re-found one of my old CB friends
- Terry (Magpie). Terry is a 'big trucker'
(in more than one sense of the word)
and. as far as I know, is still living in S W
London. He hauls all over the UK and I

am pleased to hear him back on CB.

Very many breakers are still moaning
that they can't get hold of Citizens' Band
magazine or that they can never get it
on a regular basis. Well, in September's
issue there are two ways that you can
receive a regular copy (pages 38 & 40).
The first is by sending in a coupon to
your own newsagent, asking them to
reserve or deliver a copy each month.
The second (and by far the best way) is
to send in a subscription of £16.20 (UK)
which covers the whole year. Then it is
sent direct and, in fact, if you bother to
work it out, you are only paying the
cover charge, with nothing added for
postage. So, either way you have no
excuse for not getting future copies. If
you don't feel that you want to pay out
the £16.20 in one go and you belong to
a CB club, then ask them to order a
copy for the club members to read.

At the fear of turning my column into a
kind of "Mack the Hack" style scenario.
I would just like to make a few small
comments on some of the letters printed
in the September & October issues of
this prestigious magazine. Major Tom
from Wakefield makes a lot of sense

with his comments on the nuisance

element. Not all young CBers are a
problem but, if they are, whose fault is
it? To some extent it is down to the lack

of education - maybe it is time that the
older, more experienced, breakers
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started to educate them. That way,
perhaps they wouldn't bother to follow
the example of their friends. As for these
"Mafia-style organisations" they do
need locking up, as they serve no
purpose other than that of aggravating
an already 'tinder-box' situation and they
can find themselves in court for criminal

damage, trespass and much more
besides - the DTI/RIS have again
confirmed to me over the telephone that
they are against anyone who breaks the
taw and they have not appointed or
licenced any organisation or group to
carry out the duties of the RIS with
regards to breakers who abuse the laws
governing CB. This includes anyone
who is caught DFing breakers with
illegal equipment.
R Pettie writes about the problem

breakers in Watford and, to help answer
his question on the licence fee and what
it is used for, try writing to the RIS at
Waterloo Bridge House (Room 108) and
I am sure that they will not only answer
your questions but it will give you the
chance to ask them what they intend to
do about your local area. Like you, RP, I
live in a 'large, built-up area' and I can
assure you that we all suffer the same
types of problems. However, when I am
driving down or up the Ml past Watford I

tend to turn the rig off.
Woodstock from llford does seem to

have a problem with the new CEPT
channels. I would like to hear from him

with regards to the 17 channels that
can't be used in his area. As you know
we want to hear about these CEPT

problem channels from breakers around
the UK, so please write in. At least we
can then contact the RPA and get them
working on it. Send them to "Paging
Problem", Citizens' Band Magazine, 1.
Golden Square, London W1R SAB.

If I have worked this out correctly, this
column should be out in the December

issue so, HAPPY CHRISTMAS and let's

hope for a better 1989. And please let's
hope that we aren't treated to the normal
'Christmas Carol' players "over the air".
My thanks to all those who have helped
charities and assisted others throughout
the year. Well done.

With the passing of the "Yuppies' and
the "Lombards" comes two more new

titles. The first is "Puppies", which
stands for 'poor urban people' and the
second is "Dinky's" which stands for
'double income, no kids yet'. Please
remember to send in details of 1989

events etc. or information that you may
like to see printed. Send them to me
(Shepherd Man), c/o PC Box 429,
London SW19 2UU.

UlHOtOHH—
HOUTE (-b
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■" I

Sitting here on this
miserable, wet. early
October morning, it's hard
to get into a Christmassy
mood. No snow - no joy.
Still, as you will be reading

this from the middle of November until
Christmas, I suppose it ought to be a bit
Christmassy!

It's been a reasonable year tor
truckers - no drastic, wage-cutting
strikes - apart from the Post Office one
(that caused enough problems In itself).
No new rules and regulations for you all
to learn, so perhaps you've gotten away
tight this year. Trouble is, nothing
exciting has happened either.

Now the postal strike is over, I
sincerely hope that all my avid readers
have completed and returned the
questionaire printed recently. I hope that
you've all said that my page is the best
and the most interesting and that you've
all threatened never to buy the mag
again unless I'm returned to its pages
regularly.

All creeping apart. I've not received a
lot of news from you lot out there, so it's
difficult to find anything to write about!
Something I have noticed is that the
homebases (bless their little cotton
socks) have started blocking out 19
again. A couple of months back, it had
quietened down a bit. but. and I hate to
say this, lots of children (both young and
old) will be getting new CB's for
Chrimbo, and when they get them
connected and switched on, what will
they learn? Well, they'll learn that
everybody, yes, everybody, talks on 19,
that 19 is the calling channel (not 14 as
previously led to understand). They'll
learn to totally ignore lost mobiles calling
for directions, they'll learn that the
manners their parents so carefully
taught them are not needed on CB.

Need I go on? We, as the elders,
should teach our children how to use a
CB correctly, how to be polite and
helpful, how to respect their elders and
not to interrupt them with meaningless
rudeness, noises and music. If I had
children, t wouldn't dare allow them to
even listen to 08, let along speak on it.
Call it a sign of the times if you will but

Good Year For
e

Brandybird
looks back

over the last twelve
months of trucking

there are very few left who use plain
old-fashioned good manners! Come on
folks, let's get the homebases back onto
14, where they can all call each other to
their hearts' conte
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used by the mobiles to reach their
destinations in peace! without hassle.
The only homebases that should need
to be on 19 are those who talk to,
monitor and are called by the trucking
fraternity. If we all make a New Year's
resolution to revert back to 14, I'm sure
that all your friends will soon find out
that they can only reach you by calling
on the calling channel - which is 14.

t heard a little story recently, about
one of our favourite gay truckers, by the
name of Gaytord. Apparently, he
stopped in a truckstop somewhere up
North, parked his truck and decided that
he needed a shower before the
festivities started. So off he went. When
he got out of the shower, dripping wet,
wrapped only in a minuscule towel, he
found that he had to walk through the
bar to get back to his clothes and his
truck. . . Well, what a sight, an
impromptu floorshow for those stood
sinking the first pinto of the night.

Another close friend, Honky Tonk
(Peter) broke down a couple of months
ago, but was fortunate enough to get
onto a motorway service area. For hours
he called for help, and not a single soul
would venture onto the services to give
him the necessary assistance. Then, by
a stroke of luck, his friend Sambo
arrived and proceeded to strip down and
repair the offending equipment,
prolonging his own journey by several
hours. Honky tells me that he thought he
had a lot of friends out there . . . now he
is wondering. Sambo must certainly be
In line for recognition on my New Year's
Honours list. . . will your name be there?

Finally, I would like to wish each and
every one of you, your families and your
friends a very happy Christmas and an
immensely profitable New Year, and
hope that you will all make, and stick to,
your New Year's resolutions to stay
calm, be polite and make new friends.
Also I'd like to thank everyone for
reading and digesting my meagre efforts
into journalism. Thanks everyone and,
until next year, stay lucky, keep on
trucking.

P.S. Don't forget your letters are most
welcome - TRUCKSTOP, PO Box 158,
Coventry, CV6 6EH.
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iV/ .1', ' I

ou know what they say -
you can choose your
friends but you're saddled
with your family. And last

K  week I sustained a visit
from the most senior

member of mine. Granny.
Granny is the terror of a nice, genteel

little old folk's home in a nice, genteel
little resort on the east coast. Every so
often, when the staff have reached
breaking point - like the time Granny
took a dislike to an inoffensive group of
singers who had come to entertain the
old people and lobbed her teacup (still
full of tea) at them - the existence of her
children and grandchildren is brought to
her attention and she promptly
descends on one of us for a visit.

I drove down to the east coast to pick
her up. This presented some problems
because Granny won't travel anywhere
without her own sheets and towels, her
own pillows, her radio, her books and
her entire wardrobe. I crammed three

bulging suitcases on to the back seat
(cursing the whim that had led me to
buy a Mini), loaded Granny on to the
front seat (cursing the idiot who
designed such a stupid size car in the
first place) and ran up to Granny's flat to
check that she had turned off all her

taps. (Last time I picked her up we had
been pursued down the stairs by a floor
of bathwater.) Only an hour later we
were off.

Granny clutched the seat while 1
accelerated to a reckless 20 miles per
hour (she refuses to travel any faster)
and cast a beady eye around her.
"Needs a good clean," she remarked

disparingly.
"Yes. Granny."
"I don't like the way you've done your

hair."

"You never do. Granny."
"When are you going to give me some

great-grandchildren, eh?"
"You've already got four and you don't

like any of them."
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Breakers

Filly's
grandmother Is
Introduced to

citizens' band radio

"Whining little beasts," she grumbled.
Having failed to provoke me, she

turned her attention to what she called

my 'gadgets'.
"Lot of newfangled old rubbish," she

muttered, poking the Citizens' Band
radio. "What's this, then? One of these

car phones, eh? What d'you want to
spend money on stuff like this for?"

"It's a Citizens' Band radio, Granny," I
explained patiently. "I use it to talk to
people, I can find out If there are traffic
problems ahead, for example. You don't
want to be stuck In a traffic jam, do
you?"
She thought it over. "Show me," she

commanded. Somewhat apprehensively,
I switched the rig on. A jovial male voice
filled the car.

"... So I told him, come off it, mate,
you're never telling me them frazzled
things is fried eggs are you, call this a
caff, I dunno. I've had better grub off a
roadside stall in Turkey."
"So where is this dump, then?" Cut in

another voice.

"Pete's Place on the A6 - Pete's

Pigswiil, if you ask me!"
Granny listened attentively. "Who are

those men?" she demanded.

"They sound like truck - er - lorry
drivers," I said, looking at her nervously,
"Why are they talking to you?"
"Er - they're not, Granny. They're - er

- sort of talking in public. Anyone nearby
tuned in to this channel can hear them."

'You mean they haven't dialled your
number?"

"You don't dial numbers. You just
select a channel,"

"How many channels are there?"
"Forty, Granny."
A gleam came into her eye, "Find

another channel!" she commanded. I did

so. Granny listened to a heated
exchange of views on the Poll Tax. I
glanced in the rear view mirror and saw
the usual queue of cars crawling in our
wake; I eased my speed up to 30.
Granny didn't notice.
"Another channel!" she demanded.

She was beginning to enjoy herself.
This time it was two lads arguing the

rival merits of their respective football
teams. Granny's eye kindled.
"Can I talk to those louts?" she

demanded. I glanced at her warily.
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"Perhaps," I said cautiously. "Er, why,
Granny?"
"Show me how!" she snapped, and I

jumped and handed her the mike. "Now,
Granny, don't cause any trouble - "I
began, but it was too late. Firmly
pressing the button. Granny was well
away. She had obviously never heard of
mike fright.
"Now listen here you two boys," she

was saying firmly. "I've heard all about
you football hooligans, giving this
country a bad name among all those
foreigners. In my day you would have
been too busy fighting a war or earning
a living to cause all this trouble. Have
you boys got jobs?"

Silence. "That's told them." said
Granny, with satisfaction.
"Let go the button!" I hissed. Granny

did so.

"Who on earth was that? What on

earth was that?" asked a bewildered

voice.

"Just some silly old trout listening in,"
said the other lad, unwisely. "Ignore her,
she'll go away."
Granny went purple. Her gnarled hand

closed convulsively on the mike. "Silly
old trout, eh?" she shot out, menacingly.
"When you two louts were dribbling in
your prams I was writing speeches for a
cabinet minister! What do you think of
that, eh?"

I gaped at her. This was news to me.
The boys were equal to the challenge,

however.

"Who was that then? Gladstone?"

said one.

"No wonder the country's in such a
bloody mess," sniggered the other.

At this point, others joined the fray.
"Hey, you, mind your language, talking

to an old lady like that!" said an elderly
man.

"All right, all right. Grandad," said one
of the boys disagreeably.
"That's the trouble with these kids, no

respect for their elders, no respect for
authority, no respect for God," put in
Granny, unwilling to be left out.
"Bring back National Service, that's

what I say." agreed the elderly man.
"Aw, c'mon, we're not so bad." protested
one of the boys.

"I go and see my Gran every week
and clean her windows."

"At least we haven't started any world
wars." muttered the other, spoiling it.
"Well, you've been doing your best,

look at all that trouble in Germany and
Holland, not to mention all those Italians
being killed at that stadium," said
another newcomer, a middle-aged lady.

"I've never been abroad in my life,"
said the nicer of the boys, sounding
injured. Granny, still with the dangerous
sparkle in her eye, prepared at this point

to re-enter the fray, but fortunately we
were by now out of range. I had
managed to ease our speed up to a
heady 45 miles per hour.
"Where did they go?" Granny

demanded indignantly. "I was just about
to tell that young savage it was thugs
like him who voted for Hitler!"

I shuddered at the narrowness of my
escape and gently removed the mike.
"Now behave yourself, you old

hooligan," I scolded. "You're not
supposed to use CB to go around
attacking people. Why, you positively
mugged those two lads, just because
they were talking about football!"
"No one had better try mugging me,"

she cackled. "They'll see what they get!"
"And what's all this about writing

speeches for cabinet ministers?"
"There are a lot of things you don't
know, f\/1iss," she retorted, loftily.
The rest of the journey passed in

peace; Granny was thinking. It was only
when we reached home that I realised

my appalling error in allowing her
anywhere near the rig.

"I think," she announced, "the Home
could do with one of these radios. These

young folk have it all their own way
these days. I'd like the chance to give
them a piece of my mind."
My apologies to the east coast. And

watch out.

This month we start a run of "Technical

Teasers". Each month you will be
presented with a little technical problem
to solve, the answer being given along
with the following month's question.
There are no tricks, and each problem
requires only a little technical thought
and logic. Good luck!
A microphone is wired as shown

below, and when connected to the

intended transceiver, it refuses to
operate correctly. When the PTT bar is
kept pressed in, the rig will receive
perfectly normally, and when the bar is
released the rig transmits a carrier, but it
is not possible to modulate it by
speaking into the microphone. What
should be done to the wiring shown for
the microphone to function correctly
with this transceiver?

PTT switch
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SPECIAL STICKER OFFER

SEX POT

iiiifran

As an enthusiastic C6 user you have your own special call sign, so why not let the world at large
know your handle and give your car a distinctive look into the bargain. Tell us your handle and
we will supply you with the latest Idea in stick-on style, using a neat typeface and in a colour to
complement or contrast your car's colour.
Each sticker is a special one-off just for you and comes complete with a numbered and signed

Certificate of Authenticity. Your sticker will be made from superb quality materials that are
hard-wearing and highly resistant to weathering, washing, polishing and fading.
The stickers fit any make of car and come complete with easy to follow step-by-step

instructions (no special tools or skills are required). It will only take you a few moments to fit
and you will get admiring and envious looks for years to come.
So sent TODAY for your sticker at the extra special CB reader price of only £7.50 (post and

packing included). All orders despatched within 48 hours.

PRIORITY ORDER FORM

Please make me sticker(s) @ £7.50 each (post and packing included)
My handle is (BLOCK CAPITALS PLEASE, MAXIMUM 12 LETTERS/NUMBERS)

I wish to have my sticker(s) made in the following colour (PLEASE TICK ONE ONLY)

RED WHITE BLACK GOLD SILVER

I enclose my cheque value £ (please insert total amount sent)
made payable to CB Reader Offers

Signature Date

Name (Block letters please)

Address

Town Postcode

Please return with payment to CB Reader Offers, 9 Hall Road, Hemel Hempstead, Herts ROC B02
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ACCESSORIES

WHOLESALE
CB radios, aerials and accessories

delivered to your shop. Contact for
price list.

Pama House, 433 Wilmslow Road,

Manchester M20 9AF.

only 3 minutes from MSG OPEN EVERY DAY, SUNDAY 10-2

NATIONWIDE DELIVERY
DEALERS contact us today for very
fast, friendly service, competitive prices,
widest range and latest CB products.

Tel: 061-446 2437 061-445 8918
061-434 5701

Telex: 666762 PAMAGO G
Fax: 061-445 0978

Order Line: 0800 262963

ADVERTISERS CORNWALL DEVON

ADVERTISERS

THIS SPACE

COULD BE YOURS

IN 1989 RING

01-437 0626

CAMBRIDGESHIRE

Tower

Communleetlon

Everything for the 27MH2 &
934MHz CBer, Radio Amateur

or SWL

H First Class Sales & Service *
11 High Street,

Haddenham, Cambs.
Tel: Ely (0353) 740306

CHESHIRE

PENKETH ELECTRONICS
&CB SUPPLIES

5 Chapel ftoad, Penketh, Warrington
We are the CB stockists for the

Cheshire/Merseysidearea. Sales &
Service, Audio & Hi-FI Accessories.

SecondhartdHi-R bought and sold.
Telephone 092 572 3282

Open 9.30S(except Mfed & Sun)

RON'S SHOP
46 Lower Bore Street,

Bodmin Cornwall PL31 2JY.
Tel: Bodmtn 0208 74569

CB RADIOS and all ACCESSORIES

CORDLESS TELEPHONES and
ANSWERING MACHINES, RADIOS,

ELECTRICAL GOODS ETC.

Open: Mon.-Sat. 9am-6pm

CORNWALL

MISTRAL C.B,
• GOOD

SELECTION OF

NEW& USED

EQUIPMENT

• PART EXCHANGE FACILITY • CAR &

BABY ALARMS • EQUIPMENT RENTAL

•RHOSCREEL', SANCREED. PENZANCE.
CORNWALL.

Tel: 0736 63791 midday to 7pm
Mon.-Sat. and ask for Geoff.

CORNWALL

CHAT BACK CB CENTRE
FUI.L STOCKS OF 934MHZ & 27MHZ
AMATEUR RADIO — PMR & NEW CEPT
CORDLESS PHONES — REPAIRS

Opening Hours: Mon-Fri9am-5pm
Sat 9am-lpm

Easthill, Tuckingmill, Cambome,
Cornwall TR14 80L.

Tel: 0209-715773

MAGGIE'S C.B. CENTRE
Open: 10am-5pm.

Closed Wednesdays and Sundays.
Full repair service tor all electronic
equipment including both old/new
frequency/rigs. Scanners, aerials,

rigs etc. lor sale.
63 Fleet Street. Keyham, Plymouth

Nr. HMS Drake PL2 2BU
Tel; Plymouth (0752) 563222
or workshop/answerphcne

(0752) S69237

DEVON

AGRIMOTORS
Merton CB &• Radio Centre
Merton Garage £r Post Office. Merton.

Nr Oakhampton EX20 302

Open 6 days 9-6
(Sundays by appointment)
Specialists in 934MHz

Suppliers of all 27Mhz and 934rvih2
equipment

TeL-Qb653-200

DORSET

WEYMOUTH OPEN CHANNEL
27 & 934MHz

Extensive stock always available
* computer repairs

Also phone equipment
& computer software
Open 10-5.30 Mon.-Sai.

Telephone enquiries & mail order
welcome.

91A Chickerell Road. Weymouth.
Dorset

Telephone: 0305-787777

HAVERING
COMMUNICATIONS
CB EQUIPMENT

Telephones and Answering Macfunes
ACCESSORIES

Best CBrefoirseivice in the area
210Homchun:hRoad,

Homchureh, Essex RM111QJ mmmi
(04024)76437

GLOUCESTERSHIRE

il -.'.ililr.h'-il

Block 38. Upper Mills Estate.
Brislol fload. Stonehoose Glos.
Tel: 045 382 6710
June. 13, M5. Stroud exIL

FirsI right past ihe Ship Inn.

Open; 9-5 IMon.-Fri.

C.E.P.T./UK, FM/934 IVlHz

Send C1 5 tirst c/ass stamp tor
our latest catalogue.

Cheques/postal orders payable
to D.E.S.

HAMPSHIRE

bri:aki:r's w'^^ri.I)
2 High Street, Bordon, Hants.

We are the experts in
communication.

Full range of CB and
accessories in stock.

Fully equipped workshop for repairs.
Open 7 days a week
fvlon-Sat 10am-6pm

Sun lOam-lpm. 04203-4684

CHESHIRE DEVON ESSEX HAMPSHIRE

LARGEST STOCKISTOFNEW

ANDS/HANDCB EQUIPMENT
IN THE CREWE AREA

CB37 mm
MkMlewkh Street
CreweCWI 48$

Tel: 0270 588440 anytiiM

Cb Sales
We guarantee that if we have it In
stock + you can find il cheaper locally.

we'll match/better the price.
Full repairs, modifications, services.

CB SALES. Stidson,
South Brent, Devon TQ10 9JT

Tef: 03647 3292
Open: 8.30-9.30 Monday to Sunday
Mitt Otdtr: t^f^phont tfujuirips wtkome

WOODFORD CB CENTRE
528 Chigwell Road, Woodford

Bridge. Woodford Green.
Tel: 01-504 9652

We offer a full repair service arid rig
conversions. We will match any

genuine advertised price.

LARGE RANGE OF CB EQUIPMENT

Open Tues-Sat 10am-5pm

P. SQUIRE (ANDOVER) LTD.
19 Bridge Street. ANDOVER. Hants

Tel; 0264-52623

SPECIALISTS IN

CB SALES AND SERVICE
Very large selection of Rigs and

Accessories.

Repefre, and Servfcea ReasoniMe
price*. Expert Advfce—Free.

Open e 30 ro 5 30 le*c'. Wed. S Sun.)
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ACCESSORIES

061-44S 8918 061-434 5701
Telex: 666762 PAMACO G

Fax; 061-445 0978

Order Line: O8O0 262963

WHOLESALE

DISTRIBUTORS

OF 08

Giant range of CBs and
accessories, contact us today for
very fast, friendly service,
competitive prices, widest range

and latest CB products.
Tel: 061-446 2437

WE DELIVER NATIONWIDE OPEN EVERY DAY, SUNDAY 10-2
Rama House, 433 Wilmslow Road, Manchester M20 9AF Only 3 minutes from M56

BREAKER

HERTFORSHIRE

934MHz 27MHz
Largest selection of mqH
CB Equipment Order

—- - Service

C Confimunicotions Centre
37-39 Station Road, Rickmansworih,

Herts WD3 1QP

Tel: (0923) 775577/770634
Mon.-Sat. 9am-6pm

Wed 9am-1 pm and 3pm-6pm

HENRY'S
934MHzand27MHz

CB and accessories
catalogue S.A.E.
404 Edgware Road,
London W2 1 ED

01-724-0323

Open 6 days a week

NORTH HUMBERSIDE

BREAKER ONE NINE
08 CENTRE

414 BEVERLEY ROAD, HULL

Tel (0482) 447560
LARGE SELECTION OF NEW AND
SECONDHAND CB EQUIPMENT.
FULL RANGE OF_C.E.P.T. RIGS
AVAILABLE
EXCELLENT

REPAIR
SERVICE

SUFFOLK

"THE BEST

STOCKED CB

SHOP FOR

MILES"

RADIOCARE
PHONE OR CALL IN FOR BEST PRICES

NORMAL SHOP HOURS (Closed Thurs.)
18 0UTWESTGATE
BURY. ST, EDMUNDS

0284 701823

KENT LANCASHIRE NORTHAMPTON SURREY

R G ELECTRONICS
For all your C.B. equipment
Established seven years

Open six days Mon — Sat
HP Terms available

For Mail Order Catalogue send (wo
I9p siamps to 64 Oxford Stroei,
.Wfiltstable, Kent CT5 IDG.^^

Tel: 0227 262319 ,m

TIGERS CAGE
CB SUPPLIES

FOR ALL YOUR CB NEEDS
MAILORDER WELCOME

Open: Mon-Sat 9am-6pm
Sun 9am-4pm

343, Chorley New Road,
Horwich, Lanes. Tel: 0204 68218

EARLS BARTON CB SHOP

Engineers

FULL RANGE CB EQUIPMENT

SERVICE AND REPAIRS

Open Monday — Friday 9-6
Saturday 9-5

Sunday10.30-12,30

38a DOODINGTON ROAD

(STD0604) 810000

B.iron

The CB Spedallsl
Rigs - Twigs and other Bus

Supglied and Repaired
Phone BOB on(0932)336010

(24 Hour Answer phone)
WILL MAIL AT COST

Access AlVD VISA CAfiDS WBLCOME
SOUTHERN U K. AK3 SUPPLIER.

PO Box 88. WEYBRIOGE. KT13 ORT

MIDDLESEX OXFORDSHIRE SURREY

SHOP
1 Si. James's Road, Gravesend, Koni DA11 OHF

Gtavesond 567171

FOR ALLYOUR

COMMUNICATION REQUIREMENTS
CB. RADIOS, AMATEUR RADIO

ACCESSORIES
Installation & repars

• METAL DETECTORS *

MAILORDER SERVICE

"communicate with confidenee"

LONDON

ALPHA'S CB CENTRES
224 Balaam Street. London E13

Tel: 01-471 SS89
Open: Mon-Sal 9am-7pfn:

Sunday 10ant'2pm

ALSO
EX ZULU/ONE/FOUR.

132 Leytonstone Hign Road. E15.
Tel: 01 -555 8045, Open: Mon-Sat

9am-5.30pm,
T/A Balaam St. Motors

CBEXCHANGE
For rigs, accessories,
sales and service

Part exchange welcome

Tandy outhorised ^
WC dealers ^

47S8TAINeSRD., ^
BEDFONT.MIDOLESEX ̂

(Nr. Barclays Bank) TW14 8BL
01-690 0900

WE RAReLYCLOSE

NORFOLK

B A YEOMANS & SON
TV and Electrical

65 North Walsham Rd.,
Norwich, Norfolk
Tel: 0603 46294

Discount CB/Anything electrical.
Savings just a phone call away.

Used CB bought and sold.
CB REPAIR SPECIALISTS

TRADE WELCOME

MODULATIONS

COMMUNICATIONS
62 Wootton Road,
Ablngdon, Oxon.

0X14 1JD

Tel: 0235 • 21400

Open: 6 days Mon-Sat
9-5.30

Instant credit facilitlea Agents (or
934 MHZ Whotesalft Retail and

NEW CEPT CB NOW AVAILABLE

SHROPSHIRE

LES EVANS ELECTRICAL

CB CENTRE

Unit 7. The Brewery, Wem.
Tel: (0939) 32090 (24 hours)

New and Used CB's

Large stocks ofAriels'
+ Accessories

Prompt Repair Service

0.x. CENTRE
CB & ACCESSOR/ES

137 Windmill Road,
Croydon.

Tel: 01-684 7457

Mon.-Fri. open till 8.00pm
Sat. open till 6.00pm

01-437-0626
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ACCESSORIES

061-445 8918 061-434 5701
Telex: 666762 PAMACO G

Fax: 061-445 0978
Order Line: 0800 262963

Giant range of CBs and
accessories, contact us today for
very fast, friendly service,
competitive prices, widest range

and latest CB products.
Tel; 061-446 2437

WE DELIVER NATIONWIDE OPEN EVERY DAY, SUNDAY 10-2
Rama House, 433 Wilmslow Road, Manchester M20 9AF Only 3 minutes from M56

WHOLESALE

DISTRIBUTORS

OF CB

SUSSEX ■ SURREY

Tli«> < .B.

Inrange Ltd, 8 Marine Court,
St. Leonards on Sea.
Tel: Ha9tin98(0424)44318S/442025

Open: Wondav loSiturrJav 5.3'D-5-30
Retails Wholesale

GUILDFORD

CB

Surrey's biggesl
stockisis of CB
oquipmeni and
accessories

Low prices, technical know-how.
Repairs, 934 and Amateur.
Cobras and Yaesu wanted.

34 Alderthol Rd.. Gulldlord 574434

SOMERSET WEST MIDLANDS

TRAVELLING LIGHT
C.B. RADIO SPECIALISTS

Largest stocks in the area.
Repairs/Sales and Service,

2nd Hand Rigs Bought and Sold.,.
Also phones, l-C.E. and much more.

Travelling Light, 19 King Street,
Frome, BA11 IBM. Tel; 0373 66281

HEWARD'S HOME STORES

LTD (Established 1963)
822/4 Klngetanding Road,
Birmingham B44 9RT.

Tel; 021-354 2083

G4RJM with 38 years m The RafliO
Trade Ham Equipment urgently

wanted Open: Mon-Sat 9-6

WE WELCOME ALL CB'ers

NORTHERN IRELAND

LARNE COMMUNICATION CENTRE
NORTHERN IRELANDS LARGEST

CITIZENS' BAND RADIO SPECIALIST
LINEAR AMPLIFIERS

MOBILE ANTENNAS

BASE ANTENNAS

MICROPHONES

RIGS 27/81 +C.E.P.T.

S,W,R./POWER METERS

£17.00-£269.00

£6.00-£53.00

£12.00-£86.00

£5.00-£69.00

£47.00 - £260.00

£6.00-£99.00

Plus Books : Magazines : S/H Rigs : Speakers : Masts
Repairs: Etc.

VISIT US NOW AT THE REAR OF:

THE HARBOUR DINER, 25 OLDERFLEET ROAD,
LARNE HARBOUR, LARNE CO. ANTRIM.

TEL: 0574 74617 Open 7 Days 9am-11 pm

YORKSHIRE WEST YORKSHIRE

EMPRESS TRADING CO.
THE He. 1 C.B. SHOP

WIDE RANGE OF RIGS & TWIGS
ALL ACCESSORIES AVAIUBIE,
"PART EXCHANGE WELCOME"
ALSO. 2 WAY TAXI AND T V.

AERIALS, TELEPHONES. IN CAR
RADIOS AND ELECTRICAL GOODS. :

ANY ENQUIRIES WELCOME.

TEL; (0274) 499340
564 Thomton Road, Bradford BD8 9NF

SUPERSUB CB CENTRE
John A. Dobbins Ltd
Bradford Road, A650,

EastArdslev. Nr. Wakefield
Tel: 0K2 524586

LARGEST STOCKIST OF CB
EQUIPMENT IN THE NORTH

(Trade and Retail)
Full Repairs Service

Mail Order

YORKSHIRE WEST YORKSHIRE

LEN CEi2i:>y
ELECTB^CNICS LTD.

We monitor channel
0723-373914

or eyeball at:
147 VICTORIA ROAD,
SCARBOROUGH,
YORKSHIRE

R.F. COMMUNICATIONS

228 Hansons Lane

Halifax HX14QW

Tel: 0422 62858

Open Monday-Saturday
10 a.m. till 2 p.m.
3.30 p.m. till 8 p.m.

Sunday 9 a.m. till 1 p.m.

SOUTH YORKSHIRE ADVERTISERS

Communications
The Communication Specialists

CB - PMfl - CORDLESS PHONES
IN-CAR TELEPHONES

Mobile Phones. Cellnet/Vodafone
5 Odeon Arcade. Hallgate. Ooncaster

South Yorkshire ONI 312

Tel: (0302) 66352 & 65991
Mobile Phone 0836 608111

USE THE COUPON
BELOW TO ADVERTISE

HERE!

COPY

DEADLINE

FOR THE

FEBRUARY

ISSUE IS
1st DECEMBER

TEL:

01-437-0626
FOR MORE
DETAILS

CLASSIFIED COUPON
CITIZENS' BAND. CLASSIFIED ADVERTISEMENT
DEPARTMENT. No. 1 GOLDEN SQUARE. LONDON WIR SAB.

PLEASE DEBIT MY ACCESS/BARCLAYCARD No. "j

Private and Trade rate 58p per word (VAT inclusive) minimum 15 words.
Display box rate £9.15 (+ VAT) per single column centimetre (minimum 2.5cm).
NO CLASSIFIED REIMBURSEMENTS. ALL ADS MUST BE PRE-PAID.

Name

Address

Daytime Tel. No

Signature Date

□ FOR SALE □ QSLS □ WANTED □ KITS □ ACCESSORIES □ OTHERWISE STATE

IF YOU DO NOT WISH TO CUT UP YOUR MAGAZINE PLEASE PHOTOCOPY THIS COUPON
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ACCESSORIES

WHOLESALE

DISTRIBUTORS

OF OB
Tei: 061-445 8918 061-434 5701

Telex: 666762 PAMACO G
Fax: 061-445 0978

Order Line: 0800 262963

Giant range of CBs and
accessories, contact us today for
very fast, friendly service,
competitive prices, widest range

and latest CB products.
Tel: 061-446 2437

WE DELIVER NATIONWIDE OPEN EVERY DAY. SUNDAY 10-2
Rama House. 433 Wllmslow Road, Manchester M20 9AF Only 3 minutes from M56

01
^^437
«^/0699

CLASSIFIED
Lineage: 58p per word including VAT

Minimum 15 words

Semi Display: £9.15 per single column centimetre
Minimum 2.5 centimetres

CB Classified Department,
Argus Specialist Publications Ltd.,
1 Golden Square. London W1R 3AB

ACCESSORIES EQUIPMENT

NEW LEGAL FREQUENCY
* New and old frequency CBs in stock * Best prices paid for used CBs * Conversion
kits Uniace Audioline to new frequency £6.99 down to £4 99 * Conversiort kits

Uniasce Audioiine to new and old frequency £9.99.
THE AERIALS BELOW SUIT EITHER FREQUENCY

Modulator Super Modulator . 10.99 5ft Centre Loaded .6.50
Thunderbolt 6.99 Taxi/Ham Higain % 4.99 5ft 2 Coil 8-SO

Super Thunderbolt . 6.99 5ft Base Loaded 3.50 IftRubber 3.99
Long Coil 7.99 2ft Base Loaded 3.50 Saturn Base 15.99
Twin Thunderbolt ... 9.99 3ft Centre Loaded .. 4.99

BAYEOMANS&SONeS North Walsham Road, Norwich 0603 46294

SERVICE

MANUALS

C.B. CIRCUITS MANUAL
Giant Collection of C B. Circuits covers

over 100 different makes/models.

Only £5.00 POST FREE
P/us FREE catalogue Unique Repair
and Data Guides. Most equipment

service manuals supplied.
MAURITRON (CB). 8 Cherry Tree
Road, Chinnor, Oxon 0X9 407.

TERMS &

CONDITIONS

CLASSIFIED ADVERTISING
TERMS & CONDITIONS

Our terms for new advertisers (semi-
display and lineage) are strictly pro-forma
payments until satisfactory reference can
be taken up (excluding recognised ad
vertising agencies). Cheques and P.O.'s
should be crossed and made payable to
ARGUS SPECIALIST PUBLICATIONS LTD and

sent together with the advertisements to:
The Classified Dept.,
No. 1 Golden Square,
London W1R3AB.

There are no reimbursements (or
cancellations. Advertisements arriving too
late for a particular issue will be inserted in
the following issue unless accompanied by
instructions to the contrary. It is the
responsibility of the advertiser to ensure
that the first insertion of every series is
published correctly, and corrections must
be notified in time for the second insertion,
otherwise the publishers will not accept
Itabilily or offer any reduction in charges.
All advertising sales are subject to Govern
ment Regulations concerning VAT.
Advertisrs are responsible for complying
with the various legal requirements in
force eg: The Trade Description Act, sex
discrimination act & the business

advertisements (disclosure) order 1977.
Full Terms & Conditions ofAdvertising

available on request.

NATIONAL

ORGANISATIONS

AaB.CiB.
(JUtociation for British CitlzeBs' Band)

The National Organisation
Representing

Licensed Breakers

and Clubs
Large SAE (or details to:

ABCB, PO Box 13, North PDO,
Nottingham NG5 7DU

CARDS

STICKERS and

BADGES

Full Colour QSLS 1000 £66
• Personalised QSLS 1000 £16.60
• Eyeball CardBlOOOfll

• Embroldared Patches 100 £100
(sample £2) • Club Stamps -

Mounted 50 £50 • Patches 3" dia. in
up to 9 colours. Club stamps 1" dia.)

DIYQSLS too £2.50
Eyeball Cards 100 £1. JO

DIY Bargain Pack 100 o! each £3

SASE for details: CURRIE QSLS
Room 2, 89 Derwent St., Consett,
Co. Durham, DH8 8LT, England.

GLOSSY OSL and Eyeball
Cards. Many colours with gold/
silver/coloured lettering. S.a.e.
order form and samples. Sharp
Graphics, P.O. Box 3, Grange-
mouth FK3 9BD. (0324)
473432.

TRAVELLING LIGHT
ALL YOUR C.B. REQUIREMENTS

CONTACT US NOW!

RIGS INCLUDING MIDLAND, UNIDEN ETC...
BASE ANTENNAE INCLUDING SIRIO

MOBILE ANTENNAE INCLUDING

THOROBRED, C.T.E., SIRIO, MODULATOR,

T-POLE, OSCAR, ETC., ETC. . . .

ALL ACCESSORIES . . .

TRAVELING LIGHT, 19 KING STREET,

FROIVIE, SOMERSET BA11 1BH.

PHONE TED ON (0373) 66281

THE COPY DEADLINE FOR
THE FEBRUARY ISSUE IS

1st DECEMBER 1988

ACCESSORIES

NEW! from FCC SYSTEMS
REPLACEMENT PLL'S FOR UNIDEN & CYBERNET

FCC80U TO REPLACE TC9119 TC9106 TC9109
UNIDEN 100 - 400 AND AUDIOLINE RIGS

PRICE INC. VAT. P/P £13.85
FCC80C TO REPLACE LC71 37 - LC71 36

CYBERNET, MIDLAND, HARIER, AMSTRAD ETC.
PRICE INC. VAT. P/P £12.85

Quantity discounts available. Make cheques. P/O payable to:
FCC SYSTEMS, 71 STATION ROAD, SEAHAM,
Co DURHAM. SR7 OAQ. TEL: 0642 603875

OSL'S ACCESSORIES

C.O.C. The absolute best high gloss or
buff QSL, Eyeball cards. Mulli or single
colour, on most colours of card from £16

plus p-rp. Plus design service if required.
(No foil prints). Payment with order ♦

allow 28 days. S.A.E. details/orders:
C.O.C.. Unit 2. Victoria Street,

Lawson InduitrisI Estate,
Ntft. Shields, Tyne & Wear

* STOP PPtSS * S top PPtSS * SJOP PRESS »
"THE SHACK"

NewiccO'fled Piraftlia Car 0 jtgjisr Alarm Oistnbvlor
* Special - Truche'S A'./ uieeo TVs & Omr» ChrKfOhal

Vehicie TV Afrftdis *

Spac/a/ftf contffcntnis. /C t I'snstVots. Cybeinet & Uru^n
sp9t65. carratios, sfitMn inieisom:. nt^CB radios trom
C46. Aicessonas H dtsceuni pr/ceA All repsirs lasted en

Uereon 2965 test sei bf Oerby's laeding rig doctor
Rm9 Paul (0332) 760309 (ariYtima)
THE SHACK. 231 Cuton Strtal,

Sunnyhyi, Dtfty DE3 7Re.
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ACCESSORIES

WHOLESALE
CB radios, aerials and accessories

delivered to your shop. Contact for
price list.

Pama House, 433 Wilmslow Road,
Manchester M20 9AF.

only 3 minutes from M56 OPEN EVERY DAY. SUNDAY 10-2

NATIONWIDE DELIVERY
DEALERS contact us today for very
fast, friendly service, competitive prices,
widest range and latest CB products.

Tel: 061-446 2437 061-445 8918
061-434 5701

Telex: 666762 PAMAGO G
Fax: 061-445 0978

Order Line: 0800 262963

PLANS

SURVEILLANCE DEVICES,
Bug Detectors, Voice, Scram
bler, Directional Microphone,
Many others. SAE for list. Plans
Centre, Unit 7, Old Wharf,
Dymack Road, Ledbury HR8
2DS.

CRYSTALS

QUARTZ CRYSTALS and
filters. Phone fordetalls/S.A.E.
list. Golledge Electronics,
Marriott, Somerset TA16 5NS.
Tel; 0460-73718.

AERIALS

D.I.Y. ANTENNAES, improve
DX contacts. Build your own
dipoies, 2-6 element beam
antennaes. Send today £6.99 for
plans and instructions to
Atkinson Associates, Redwood,
48A Fawkham Avenue, New
Barn, Dartford, Kent DAS 7HF.

FOR DETAILS
OF RATES AND

SERIES

DISCOUNTS
TELEPHONE;
01-437 0626

PERSONALISED LEISURE WEAR
TRUCKSTOP

T-SHIRTS & SWEATSHIRTS

intefprint
MINIMUM ORDER - ONLV 12
FREE DESIGN SERVICE

Other Top Quality
Pertonalised Products

Spom SWnj. IlM. Llqhleii. B.iqs.
^tlckeri. Aprom. TrA-iowrfi.

Write for free colour brochure to:

INTERPRINT Dept.CB
CRAVEN ARMS,
SHROPSHIRE SY7 9NY.

TBL: (05882) 2703 & 2502

SCREEN PRINTED
T SHIRTS & SV\/EATSHIRTS

Minimum Quantity only 10 Garments.
Foil Printed Pens/ Pencils/Business

Cards etc. Also available.

For full Hst send large S.A. E. to:
image Promotions

Dept. CB. 76 Radstock Road,
Midsomer Norton, Avon BA3 2AR. Tel:

0761-417362

To advertise here call
01-437-0699 Today.

.Sou niJ

MODULATIONS A34 trunk rd. oxford
COMMUNICATIONS
62 WOOTTON ROAD.
ABINGDON, OXON
TEL 0235-21400

Open Mon-Sat 9-5.30
Agents for 934 MHz
Wholesale, new CERT CB
radios now available

TRUCKERS WELCOME
UeiA.-rU

Adult Literacy
-the first decode

In 1975 the adult literacy campaign
was launched to help the 2,000,000

adults who had difficulty with
reading and writing.

By 1985 350,000 adults had received
help with literacy.

Forfuriherlnforwaiioh

Adult Literacy& Basic Skills Unit
PO Box 213 London WCIV 7ET

ForhelpwifhReadir^andWrtfir)^ ^^01-405 4017

C«B* RAdio 0279
418817

& MODEL
HOBBIES

Parndon Mill Lane (Rugby Club)
off^zabeth Way, HARLOW. Essex

PHONE IN MAIL ORDERS ACCEPTED

C.B. (81) RIGS
MOBILES

Moonraker Major £75
Moonraker Minor £55
Jesan KR200 £75

Jesan (Micro) KR303 £55
□NT (Micro) Transit .. £70
Colt 295 (Midi) £65
Midland (Micro) 104 £65
Eurosonic 950 £55
Uniden 100 £79
Uniden 200 £99

HANDHELDS
Midland (Portable) .... £95
Moonraker (Hand) .... £65
Jesan (Hand) £65
Jesan (Hand) £65
Euro Sonic (Hand) .... £65

BASE RIGS
Uniden 300 £145
DNT(Mini) £59
Harrier HQ (Dual) £99

934 Delta 1 £350

C.E.P.T. RIGS
Uniace 400 £99
Alpha 4000 £200
Alpha 4002 £175
Zodiac 144 £149
DNT Contact 40 £89
Breaker (Micro) £65
Satcom Scanner ... £200
Handheld DNT 40 .... £69

BASE AERIALS
Sirio 2012 £75; Saluit 150 £59; Spectrum 200 £59;
Tornado % £45; Shakespeare Gold Bigstick £79; Antron
Stik £69; Telex Silver Rod £35; GPA Vi £11;
Thunderpoles (2) £19, (3) £21; Spacelab £48.
We stock thousands of items, including: Aerials - Power
Supplies - Rigs - Meters - Speakers - Cables - In Car
Stereo - Phones & Equipment - Radio Controlled

Models etc.

Part Exchanges, Goods Bought & Sold.
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ASADELTA MAIN DEALERS

If its advice you need
on microphones or
any aspect of CB, your
nearest Sadelta main

dealer below has

been especially
selected for his

expertise. Call him
now, he will be
pleased to advise
you. He also
stocks the

complete Sadelta
range.... naturally!

BROOMKNOLL ELECTRONICS
(AIRDRIE)
0236-54580

CB TRADING COMPANY
(CLEVEDON. AVON)
0272 874192

CHATBACK CB

(CAMBORNE)
0209-715773

AXDON TELEVISION

(PERTH)
0738-23753

PAMA & CO

(MANCHESTER)
061-445-8918

KNIGHTS
(KIRTON IN LINDSEY)
0652-648378

SQUARE WHEELS

(BIRMINGHAM)
021-460-1581

MODULATIONS

(ABINGDON)
0235-21400

O.T.S.

(LEIGH-ON-SEA
0702-714330

HENRY'S
(LONDON)
01-724-0323

UK DISTRIBUTORS

NEVADA COMMUNICATIONS

PORTSMOUTH

0705-662145

GUILDFORDCB CENTRE

(GUILDFORD)
0483-574434

INRANGE

(HASTINGS)
0424-715709



SUPERIOR MICROPHONES FOR
HIGH QUALITY COMMUNICATIONS SADELTA
SEE THE SADELTA RANGE AT YOUR LOCAL DEALER

U.K. DISTRIBUTOR:-

NEVADA 189 LONDON ROAD NORTH END PORTSMOUTH F02 9AE
0705 662145 TELEX 869107 TELCOM G ¥i

wmmmmmmmm
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PAMA PRODUCTS ARE AVAILABLE FROM

WHOLESALE ONLY

STOCKISTS ■ IF YOU CAN'T FIND OUR ̂

Pama
ASs.

uniden 100

One of the most popular Mobile Rigs
around. It has excellent sensitivity
and anti 'bleed over' facility of the 200.

uniden 200

One of the best mobiles around with

R.F. gain, tone control and other
features, it has a good sensitive RX
section with low 'bleed over'.

uniden 300

Undoubtedly the 300 is the best
selling base station in the U.K. It's
features Includes mic gain, R.F. gain,
power and tone controls and S meter.
Value for money? It's unbeatable.

uniden 4oo

The first available rig for CEPT
frequencies manufactured to the
highest standards. Features include
the mic gain, R.F. gain, squelch. 40
channels and a low 'bleed over'.

MIDLAND 77-805

Exceptional performance from this
dual-purpose hand portable. Can be
mounted under the dash and when

away from the car - hiking, walking,
fishing etc. - it will keep you in touch.

MIDLAND 77-104

It doesn't need to be big! The Mini
Mobile is the smallest rig available
but don't be deceived; it has

exceptional performance for it's
size.

JESAN KR200
JESAN CB950

Handheld

JESAN KR303:

The small budget priced

"9-

"O? AT YOUR LOCAL STOCKIST, LET US KNOW

OPEN MONDAY - SATURDAY

DNT
CONTACT

Now with
Scanning
Microphone^
CEPT frequencies, 40 channels, F.M.
Mobile superb performance, excellent
sensitivity, Channel 9 Indicator T/X
indicator - unbeatable value.

iVIi^l^THIS MONTH
Now Available:-

ONIOEN PC450E
has AT LAST

got approval
Phone Us For

Details

SUPATRI
EXCEPTIONAL PERFORMANCE FROM
THIS TRIPLE LOADED HIGH QUALITY
ANTENNAE SIMPLY ... THE BEST!

INTRODUCTORY ^ Q f-OFFER PRICE ma ^
Also Available:-

The orignal PAMA TRI our No. 1 best
selling aerial is still available made from
the highest quality materials, the PAMA
TRI has a performance unequalled by
any antennae in it's ^ ̂ OR
price range.

FOR WHOLESALE ORDERS

PLEASE PHONE; 061-445 8918

AND WE WILL GIVE YOU OUR

IMMEDIATE ATTENTION

ALL ORDERS DESPATCHED WITHIN 24HRS

Wholesalers for:-

cTE-zETAGi-roaxcom/555,
MIDLAND

hembro - Paina ©nttC^
SADELTA-uniden-
rTTTTrTTTTTTmTHUNDERPOLE- SIRIO
LOOK FOR THE PAMA DEALER

STICKERS

WHEN YOU BUY UNIDEN^^
YOU BUY RELIABILITY

Pama House, 433 Wilmslow Road,

Withington, Manchester M20 9AF.
(3 minutes from M56)

\fjE STOC/r

Pama
Telephone: 061-445 8918 061-434 5701
061-446 2437 Telex: 666762 Pamaco G

Fax: 061-445 0978


